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OUR POPULATION INCREASE
A ~~~~:~iC~~;~~~Ed:It ~: ~;~ll:~i~nB~;e~e:~
foundland has grown from 361,000 recorded in the
J951 census to 383,000, an increase of 22,000 in two
and a half years. This is a remarkable growth in
view of the fact that this province probably receives
less immigrants than any other province in the Dom-
inion.
'We have no fi~ures for immigration and emigra-
tion. but it is known that many Newfoundlanders
have moved to the mainland to make permanent
homes and a large number of ~irls, wives of American
servicemen. have migrated to the United States. It
would be difficult to procure figures of population
movement between the provinces, but our insular
position and comparatively small communities would
q~ickly reaister any lar~e infl~x from any o~er pro-
Vl~:~t:l~vo~kr a~p~~~ckl;~e l~b~:~~bl~. foreign im-
Consequently, we must conclude our increase in
Xlpulation must be attributed to a rising birth rate
.md natural increase. A growing population creates
more employment and more services. and so long as
this natural increase is not augmented by abnormal
immigration, our economy should be able to absorb
the normal increase in our labour force.
As our new industries develop and expansion of our
basic industries takes place. to~ether with the com-
~~e.;~~~~e~~e a~dns~~~lo~~~gntvath~~:e~~~~IdPb~e,;
healthy improvement in the general economy of
our province. If this increase remains an average
our population should pass the half million mark by
1960.
WHO OWNS LABRADOR?
IF it is an indication of the attitude to be taken byPremier Duplessis of Quebec when he meets
Premier Smallwood, the article entitled "Who Owns
~~;;~l~r:n:~~~~ oatrh:rU~io:N~~~nail~ p~:i;i~
Quebec (which will be found in this issue of The
Quarterly) would appear to hold out small hope of
an amicable agreement on the Labrador boundary
between the two provinces.
The immoderate language of the article which
states that Quebec will never recognize the Privy
Council decision of 1927 is another example of hot-
headed irrational Quebec "nationalism" which has
through the years created and intensified a divisive
rather than a co-operative spirit between the prov-
inces and the federal govemment of Canada.
To a great extent federal politicians are to blame
for the attitude of Quebec. Each political party has
consistently woed the Quebec electorate with blalld-
~~=c~~ts~ub:i~si:;~, t:Q~~b~~"~esd~~~n~ f:a~~ecii~i
~~a~d~~~lb;~~~~~~~a:'s~ll~ ~i~cf:rs~:~n~l'tl~:nl~~~
itical parties; consequently, knowing its power, its
demands become more dictatorial. and its non·
co-operation on national issues has retarded the pro-
gress of our whole economy. Quebec courts have
defied or ignored Privy Council decisions (before the
~:l~~~ofe~:i\~~~e~:n~?al~;n~d~e;~~tl~eoy~~~~
courts of Quebec do not consider themselves bound
even by their own decisions and in identical circum-
stances have been known to reverse their own pre-
vious judgments.
Added to all this the Quebec premier has been
noted for his "autonomy" phobia and seems to live
in fear that someone is going to sureptitiously steal
its "autonomy"" from his province.
In such an atmosphere and with the added irn-
6~tb:~~ o~i~~~J::~dntii~1 ;;;:a~~~i~~,d n~t ;i;l~f ~~;
Quebec-Labrador boundary, but in that portion
::;~;d 'bas th~a~~d~:lbCo~~n~~~ C:~dcg/n~e~~~
foundlana as belonging to Newfoundland, it would
appear that an amicable acceptance of that boundary
by Quebec, will, to say the least. be extremely diffi-
cult.
Prf~iSc~~~~~~ta~~ l:~:tgi~hee ale~~: c\~~~~S d:fi~~d
demarcation line for that border. but it will be re-
called that at the time almost the whole of Labrador
was more or less looked upon as a barren waste of
little economic or industrial value, that any natural
resources it had could hardly be used because of the
bleak climate, and only the foreshore could be of
use. and that largely for fishennen. and certainly no
(Continued on Page 48)
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GEORGE HARVEY OF ISLES AUX MORTS
A Tale of Heroic Deeds in the 1850s on Les Isles aux Morts
(The Islands of the Dead)
From Harper's New Monthly of 1954
SOME twelve yean ago (842), a desolate, dread andominously-named locality in Newfoundland bad,
among its other occupants, George Harvey. a worthy
of sixty years' standing, born and bred on the spot and
was then a hale and hearty man. The particular site to
which we refer is toward the south-west extremity,
between the settlement of La Poile and Cape Ray. where
there is a cluster of small, low, rocky islets separated
from the mainland by a narrow channel. They are
called the Dead Islands, (lies awe: Morts) of the French
maps, but are portions of the Dominions of Queen
Victoria. The isles and the main shore are composed
of mica-slate and gneiss, the latter being intersected
with enormous granite veins. Their superficial aspects
is the most rugged and broken imaginable, grooved in
every direction by small valleys or ravines, and covered
with round hummocky knobs and hills with precipitous
sides. Mosses and low bushes, and berry-bearing plants
cover the surface; and a few dwarf firs appear hud-
dled together in sheltered nooks, where sufficient soil
has been lodged to form a support for the roots.
But the majority of the isles are bare TOeD, frequently
in the shape of a low dome, with a tuft of bushes VOw-
ing at the summil Sometimes, when the breeze is
blowing from the east, the fog which pours over the
Great Bank is driven to this neighbourhood, and adds
to its uninviting aspect. The few inhabitants, along
with those distributed on the adjoining main, are chiefiy
the descendants of British settlers, occupied with the
inshore fishery. They are located in the coves, in
the general proportion of two or three families to
each.
Formerly, when there ware no clergy or magistrates
except at St. John's, they married by slgning papers
before witnesses, binding each party to have the cere-
mony performed as soon as opportunity offered-a mode
of proceeding equivalent to the Scottish law. They
are simple, industrious and hospitable-the virtues of
almost all hardy races exposed to the toils and dangers
of an adventurous life-intensely eager after news. and
placing a high value upon trifling articles of intelligence,
like most people in secluded positions.
The melancholy name of the Dead 1s1ands is sup-
posed to be derived from the number and fatality of
the shipwrecks in the neighbourhood. George Harvey
was accustomed to relate, among other incidents of
his life, that he had been employed for five days, along
with some others, in digging graves and interring dead
bodies cast ashore on one of those sad occasions. Two
vast and differently tempered sea streams blend their
waters on the great bank and its vicinity-a polar cur-
rent from the cold regions of the Arctic zone, and the
Gulf Stream from the latitude of the tropics. It is to
the meeting of these currents, charged with such dif-
ferent temperatures, that the fogs are chiefly due, while
the numerous and powerful eddies caused by their
junction render the navigation perplexing and some-
what perilous. The danger is increased by the bound-
aries of the currents being indefinite. Hence, alone a
coast unguarded by lighthouses. in dense fogs., or when
a driving gale has been blowing by night the mariner
has often found himself ashore, while thinking he had
ample sea-room. Evidence of such casualties being
frequent was in former days to be found in conn~tion
with almost every dwelling in the shape of old rig.
ging, spars, masts, sails, ships' bells, rudders, wheels,
and other articles on the outside of the houses, with
telescopes, compasses, and portions of incongruous fur-
niture in the interior. At that time there was obviously
no nice observance of the distinction between thine and
mine. Infractions of the rights of property were com-
mon on the occurrence of disasters by sea and fires on
land, the parties loosely reasoning that the goods they
appropriated to themselves were much better disposed
of than by being left for the flames to consume or the
seas to devour.
In some cases, this reasoning was legitimate, as when
a vessel, deserted by heT crew, came ashore, and neither
her name nor the name of her owners could be ascer-
tained. Public sentiment and feeling have improved
upon this point in Newfoundland, as elsewhere, and
few people have more nobly distinguished themselves
in helping the stranger in distress, and mitigating the
calamities of shipwreck than George Harvey.
He had a lar&e family of sons and daughters, mosUy
grown up. On one occasion, during a heavy gale, the
brig "Dispatch," full of emigrants of the poorer class,
struck on a rock about three miles from his house.
Thoueh the sea was running high, the old man put off
in his punt to the rescue, accompanied by a gallant girl
of seventeen and a brave lad of twelve. By dint of
great exertions, they succeeded in brinling away the
whole of the crew and the passengers amountinl to
one hundred and sixty-three persons..
This was as heroic an action as that which excited
such general admiration in England when Grace Darl.
ing adventured on the stormy deep with her father
ot! the coast of Northumberland. Harvey hospitably
entertained the shipwrecked emigrants according to his
means, and shared his provisions with them till tidi.np
could be sent to La Poile and a vessel arrived to carry
them away. They remained more than a fortni&ht.
and so completely exhausted his stores that the family
had neither bread, flour nor tea through the whole win-
ter and subsisted mainly on salt fish.
Sir Thomas Cochrane, Governor of the Island, on
hearing of his conduct, properly rewarded him with a
hundred pounds and an honorary medal. A few years
afterward, the ship "Rankin" of Glasgow, struck on a
rock and went to pieces, the crew hanging on to an
iron bar or rail that went round the poop. when he
fetched them off by six or eight at a time to the num-
ber of twenty-five, braving a heavy sea in his punl
Harvey's knowledge of the animal kingdom was some-
what singular. He was intimately acquainted with the
inhabitants of the waters, from the huge finned whale
to the beautiful little capelin. He knew well enough the
black bear, the grey wolf and splendid caribou; and
was familiar with osprey, ptarmigan, eider duck and
great northern diver. But frogs, toads, snakes and
other reptiles he bad never seen, there being none in
the island, though no legend is current there how Sl
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Patrick "banished all the varmint." One of the com-
monest domesticated quadrupeds also in the empire
was equally unknown, except by report, till on a visit
to some settlements in Fortune Bay, he for the first
time saw a horse! His emotions at the sight were akin
to the Mexicans on beholding the steeds of the Spanish
invaders.
The people wished, he said, to persuade him into
mounting on its back, but "he knew better than that"
though one fellow did ride it up and down several times.
It was a feat too daring for the bold fisherman, who
would sooner have mounted in his boat the stormiest
billow that ever rolled.
We have said that Harvey was a fisherman; and
fishing, or some process connected with it, is the occu-
pation of every man, woman and child in the country.
Out of St. John's, either fish, or some sign of the finny
tribe, visible or odoriferous, is met with wherever there
is a population. At a distance from the capital, in the
small settlements, the fishermen live in unpainted
©ur
([[frristmus
~r££±iltB
(To our exiled readers wherever they are this Yuletide)
Reader! we greet you cheerily;
Dear friends! at home or far away,
In whatsoever clime you stray,
Whatever lands you roam;
Wherever tossed by life's rude sea,
May gladness fill your hearts today
And lead your spirits home.
As rose the wondrous Star of old-
Immortal Light, mysterious yet,
As on that night when angels 5l0ught
The King of Kings thro' Nazareth-
So rises mem'ry's radiant star
At Yuletide, whereso'er we roam,
Points to our first lov'd land afar
And leads the exile's heart to home.
Atlantic breaking on the shore
That sang your cradle lUllaby,
You'll hear in dreams of home once more;
Sweet dreams of happy days, before
You passed, high-hoped, the far seas o'er,
The far, strange world to try.
And we remember--o'er our hearts
Steal dreams of many a boyhood year-
How merrily the Christmas went
When you, our absent friends were here;
And we extend to you our best-
May peace for aye with you abide-
And love forever be your guest-
And joy be yours this Christmastide.
wooden cottages, scattered in the coves, now perched
upon rocks or hidden in nooks, the neighbourhood show-
ing small patches of cultivated garden ground and
c,=pses of stunted wood. Each cabin has its fishflake, a
kind of rude platform elevated on poles ten or twelve
feet high, covered with a matting of sticks and boughs
on which the fish are laid out to dry.
At a convenient point on the shore is a stage, much
more strongly constructed, jutting out over the water.
It forms a small pier, made in front to serve the pur-
pose of a ladder at which a landing frequently is alone
possible. On returning from the fishing ground the
boat is brought to the stage with the cargo, and, striking
a prong into the head of each fish they are thrown upon
the stage one by one in much the same manner as hay
is thrown into a cart. The operation of cutting open,
taking out the entrails, preserving the liver for oil, re-
moving the head and backbone, and salting are immed-
iately performed, in all of which the younger branches
of the family are employed, male or female, as the case
may be. The drying on the flakes is the last process.
It is the in-shore fishery that is prosecuted by the
British, not extending generally more than a mile or
two from the harbours; that of the Great Bank being
abandoned to the Yankees and French.
The seas swarm with almost every variety of fish in
its season. There are incredible shoals of lance, a small,
elongated, silvery, eel-like creature; vast armies of
migratory herrings; and hosts of capelin, slight and
elegantly-shaped, with a greenish back, silvery under
the body and some scales of reddish tinge. These are
the small fry. They serve as food for the omniverous
cod and are followed by their rapacious enemy with
gaping mouth and helter-skelter movement. The cod,
the great object of attraction to the fishermen, is just
as actively pursued by his human foes.
Early in May the work of preparation commences,
laying in provisions, arranging hooks, lines and nets
and the rigging of the boats. Between the middle and
the end of the month, the spring herring or the first
shoal, arrive, and are caught in nets to be used for
bait. About the middle of June the capelin come in,
crowding to the shores in countless myriads to spawn.
They remain about a month, and, being the favourite
food of the cod, the fishery is now at its height. In
such numbers are they, that wherever there is a strip
of beach, every rolling wave strews the sand with
hundreds of thousands, which are swept back by the
next billow or are left a wiggling mass, an easy prey
to the women and children who stand ready with
buckets and barrows to seize upon the plentiful booty.
On a fine moonlight night the appearance of a secluded
cove or even broader expanse is often very remarkable
and even splendid.
There are whales rising and plunging, throwing up
spouts of water; codfish flirting their tails above the
waves, reflecting the light of the moon from their
silvery surface; and legions of capelin hurrying away to
seek a refuge from the monsters of the deep. Toward
the beginning of August the capelln leave the shores
and are succeeded by small cuttle-fish (Squid), which
are followed in September by the "fall" herrings, the
last shoal, when the summer fishery ends.
On some parts of the coast, where the water is shal·
low, seines and other kinds of nets are employed in the
capture of the cod, when the fish are gorged and will
refuse all bait, jigging is resorted to. A plummet of
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lead armed with hooks is let down and moved rapidly
to and fro by which the fish are caught. But notwith-
standing every way-hooking, netting and jigging, and
the enormous annual destruction, the seas swarm with
undiminished multitudes of codfish every recurring sea-
son. This is not surprising, when Leewenhoek counted
9,384,000 in the spawn of a single individual of medium
size, a number that will defy all the efforts of man to
exterminate.
The Island not only has its fishermen, but fishing
dogs; at least Harvey had one of this class, who had
not been taugh t the craft but took to it of his own
accord, and followed it apparently for amusement. The
animal was not of the breed distinguished as the New-
foundland dog so celebrated for beauty, sagacity and
fidelity, but onc of the short-haired, sharp-nosed Lab-
rador race, the most abundant dogs in the country, not
handsome, but intelligent and useful. When not wanted
for the service of his master or the family, the dog
would take his station on a projecting point of rock
and attentively watch the water, where it might be
from six to eight feet deep, the bottom being white
with fish bones. Upon a fish appearing, easily discov-
ered over the whitened ground, it was immediately
"set" by the dog who waited for the favourable oppor-
ity to make the plunge. This was upon the fish turn-
ing his broadside toward him when down he went like
a dart, and seldom returned without a struggling fish
in his mouth. The animal 'regularly conveyed his cap-
ture to a spot selected by himself and on a summer
day would raise a stack of fish at the place consisting
of fifty or sixty individuals a foot or more long.
To pass from fishermen, fish, and dogs to steamers is
an abrupt transition. But it may be mentioned as of im-
portance in Newfoundland history that in 1497, the first
ship. "Caboto," visited its waters; in 1536 the abundance
of cod was discovered; and in 1840 the first steam-vessel
reached the short. This was R.M,S. "Spitfire," which
entered the harbour of St, John's to land a few troops
from Halifax. Great was the astonishment and admira-
tion of those who had never been out of the island.
Some boatmen off the Narrows were so completely
bewildered by the spectacle that they were nearly run
down by the huge novel craft.
WHEN NFLD. HELPED TO SAVE CANADA
By DR. ROBERT SAUNDERS, J.D.,
FORT DOUGLAS
From OOpy o( ","n~lI sket~h by Lord Selkirk st SL M.ry·s lsi"".
Lo.k Selkirk's Seo.L
MissiSSippi in 1814-15. The war over, he went to Lon-
cion. It was while there that he was approached on
the question of going back and administering affairs in
this vast territory of the Northwest.
Arthur S. Morton (one time Head of the Department
of History, University of Saskatchewan) said many
years ago in his "History of the Canadian West to 1870":
"Andrew Bulger, arrived ., As a soldier he had
distinguished himself at Mackinaw and in the
South-west during the war of 1812. He had shown
special aptitude in handling the Indian Tribes, , .
His soldierly qualities, courage, love of discipline
and sense of duty, were somewhat marred by a
appeared among the avowed policies of the Cana-
dian Confederation, . ,"
It was to this territory that Captain Bulger, of the
Royal Newfoundland Regiment in the War of 1812, and
who, as Professor Oliver has said; "was a native of
Newfoundland", came as Governor in 1822. Captain
Bulger's previous experience had made him an out-
standing member of the Newfoundland Regiment in
Canada. He was Commandant at Fort MacKay on the
-(Whittier).
Graduate at Boston, New York, Columbia, Rutgers and Iowa State Universities. The Colleges of Law of St. Paul
and Minneapolis, Diploma in International Affairs, University of Minnesota.
Only at times a smoky wreath,
With the drifting cloud-rack joins,
The smoke of the hunting lodges
ot the wild Assiniboines.
T HE history of the Northwest reveals how the in-fluence of one man or set of men was decisive on
who took over the area in question, For example, in
the disputes involving Oregon and British Columbia,
Arthur S. Morton, writing the "LUe of Sir George
Simpson" says:-
"Simpson had . strengthened Britain's claim
to the part of the country north of the Columbia
which she was insisting must. be hers. No more ."
could be asked for; no more was possible .
Simpson took up a position on the watch~tower".
And of all parts there in the early days Assiniboia
was a most strategic point. Professor Edmund Oliver,
late of the University of Saskatchewan, said many years
ago in his "Canadian Northwest":-
"It is the district of Assiniboia whose influence
has shaped the political structure of the West,
the Council of Assiniboia is the pioneer in the pol·
itical and social legislation of the provinces, In the
settlement there was gradually formed a Canada
party. As pioneers they laid the foundations of
prairie legislation. They were the first to frame
general measures for the public welfare of what is
now Western Canada."
And Chester Mlll'tin in Oxford University Studies,
also said long ago:_
"Throughout this movement the Red River Settle-
ment formed the anchm' of British rule in the
West, the one vested interest which kept intact the
territory north of the 49th degree of latitude until
the preservation of the West for the British Empire
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A Foreign Legion, the De Meuron's, who had fought
with Captain Bulger in the war, later boldly scaled its
wallll in the moonlight and carried it by storm.
The Earl, worn out with trouble, died in France in
1820. The London executors now looked around for a
new governor, Alex MacDonell, the then Governor,
proved not of the type needed. Chester Martin, "Selkirk
Papers", said: "The Grasshopper Governor, more de-
structive than the plague."
A resolution was passed at the General Court of the
Hudson's Bay Company in London:-
''That there shall be appointed a Governor of
Assiniboia and a Council for the said District, which
is co-extensive with the territories granted to the
late Thomas, Earl of Selkirk."
"Resolved: That Andrew Bulger, Esquire, be ap-
pointed Governor." (Bulger, Corresp. Dom. Arch.,
cited in Oliver).
Months beCore this, Captain Bulger outlined the terms
upon which he would undertake the Governorshjp; thus:
(extract only).
"I shall. attend to evef)·thing connected with
the welfare of the settlement, the militia alone ex-
cepted, which shall always be considered as a dis-
tinct service .
''When I shall myself enter upon the performance
of these duties, upon the conditions which I have
already proposed ... I shall always most cheer-
fully give my assistance and support ... not only
in matters relating to the Indians, but in everything
conducive to the general good ..." (Ibid.).
His commission reads briefly;-
'-ro Andrew Bulger, Esquire, hereby appointed
Governor .. of all and every party of Assiniboia."
captured by a boat party from Mackinaw under
Worsley (Captain, Royal Navy), and Bulger (Lieut-
enant, Royal Newfoundland Regiment)."
Things came to a head in 1816, when this Company
and its Indian allies attacked and captured the Selkirk
headquarters, Fort Douglas, in an affair known as Seven
Oaks. They killed Governor Semple and all his party.
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sharpness of tone. The task belore the ne.....
Governor was no light one".
Let us now go back a moment to Lord Selkirk and
his plans to move some of his poorer countrymen to
this region. Walter Ramsey in "The Selkirk Colony"
says "Selkirk early became interested in the sad con·
dition of his countrymen:' He began to buy up Hud-
lion's Bay Company stock and soon the Company ceded
to him an area ol ll6,GOO square miles. Douglas Mac-
Kay in a "History of the lIudsoD'S Bay Company". says,
"His marriage ... brought him shares in the Compan)·.
. . Young Selkirk purchased enough stock to control
the Company."
But strong competition and a deadly feud existed be-
tween it and the Northwest Company. ("Lord Se.lkirk
and the. Northwest Company... Quarterly Review, Lon-
don, Oct. 1816.) Captain Bulger, too, had war ex-
periences with this fur· trading company. Gordon C.
Davidson, in "The Northwest Company". said;
"On July 23, 1814, an American force pillaged
and burned the property of the Northwest Com-
pany at Sault St. Marie. There were on Lake
Huron two armed American vessels ... which were
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"By virtue of the Charter to us given by King
Charles the Second ... of England. . We do here-
by appoint you, Andrew Bulger, Esquire, Governor
... of all and every part of Assoiniboia ... to
exercise all the powers and to perform all the
duties which under the said Charter may be by law
exercised and performed."
"And you are to observe and follow all such or-
ders as from time to time you receive from us, the
Governor, Deputy-Governor and Company of Ad·
venturers of England Trading into Hudson's Bay,
etc ..... (Dom. Arch., Bulger Corresp.)
Captain Bulger arrived in the Territory on June 28,
1882. It was then that George Simpson (later Sir
George). wrote:
"A change was absolutely. . necessary to
save the whole fabric from destruction. Mr. Mac-
Donell was zealous and interested; but had neither
the capacity nor. . character required for such an
important charge." (Selkirk Papers, Dom. Arch.)
A Selkirk executor wrote Captain Bulger:
"I hereby authorize you to take charge of the
Red River settlement and of the affairs of the es-
tate ... to claim and take possession of all papers,
books, and property of every description belonging
to the said estate ... " (Bulger Corresp., Dom.
Arch.)
The Governor had his troubles from the start. The
British Government did not wish to assume legal jur-
isdiction over the territory. Lord Bathurst wrote from
Downing Street on May 31st, 1822: "His Majesty does
not deem it expedient to issue an immediate commis-
sion ... establishing a criminal and civil jurisdiction."
And J. H. Pelley, a Deputy-Governor, wrote Governor
Bulger at his point of sailing, Gravesend:-
"Having understood that His Majesty's Govern-
ment did not intend at present to exercise the power
given to them ... of appointing Courts of Record
and Justices of the Peace. we have thought il
proper to take the necessary steps to enable the
Governors and their Councils to administer justice
... there should be some armed force regularly
embodied, etc." (Dom. Arch., Bulger Corresp.)
And Andrew Colville, a Selkirk executor, wrote:
"You will, of course, command the military force
of Red River as Governor, and you may, wHh the
sanction of the Council, call out any number of the
population that you may think necessary. etc., etc."
(Ibid).
Charles N. Bell, writing from personal observation
years ago in ''The Selkirk Settlement", said on military
precautions then:
"Plenty of muskets came out with the first
settlers. They were stored in Fort Douglas, and
one day, in Governor Bulger's time, when I was a
constable, I and my companion had them all out in
the courtyard, and cleaned them.".
Arthur S. Morton, writing a life of "Sir George Simp-
son", says:
"Governor Bulger, in his military way, tried to
establish something like law and order, and with
some success .. He summoned the Council of As-
siniboia to meet as a governing body and to dispense
justice."
And Morton, in another of his works ,"History of the
Northwest" says:-
"For the first and necessarily the most difficult
step towards law and order, the credit must be
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test; but Bulger gave him a piece of his military
mind ... He threatened to strip the Chief of his
scarlet coat; but in true soldier fashion gave him a
glass of grog and a buffalo robe in which to sleep."
The Governor also stood up to the great fur trad·
ers, laying down the law to all and sundry. On this
Morton says:-
"An appeal was made to Bulger for justice to one
.. Kipling, who had been assaulted by a servant
at Fort Garry. The Governor refused to act alone
and called the Council . . . The Council took the
stand that they were there to do justice according
to the law of England and 'no one was above those
laws.' The effect upon the public must have been
to create the healthy feeling that in the Red River
not even the Hudson's Bay Company was above
the law."
The happiest incident in the Governor's time was the
arrival of cattle contracted for by Lord Selkirk. So
eager were the Scottish settlers to stock their farms that
they went out to the plains, chose their beasts and
drove them home. They wrote out order for them
for presentation to the Governor. Bulger would have
none of this. He reassembled the herds and distributed
them by lot to the different classes of claimants in their
order-the married men of De Meuron's ... The Scottish
families, the married French Canadians, the Swiss, etc.
(Ibid.)
by a bloody handkerchief. The Governor stated
he did not at the moment know what answer to
give, and in order to gain time for reflection merely
said he was then busy but would hear what they
had to say in the course of an hour.
"Upon reflection, and considering it to be his
bounden duty to guard the life of even the mean-
est individual in the District. he came to the
resolution of summoning the Gentlemen Council-
lors.. in order that he might receive the benefit of
their advice and assistance as well in determining
how to proceed in investigating the merits of the
case.."
I cite the above and the following directly from var-
ious writings rather than inject my own sentence and
thus perhaps distort the original. Morgan says, in his
Old Northwest History:-
"Some of the Indians threatened the Colonists,
and one attempted to shoot a Swiss boy. Bulger
gave the signal for DeMeuron's and had more than
thirty behind him in ten minutes. The Indian was
arrested. Pegus, a Red River chief, came to pro-
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given to Governor Bulger ... Bulger did not pry
into the maladministration of the past, but openly
proclaimed it that there should be none in his
time ... The Governor of the Colony began to be
popular."
The Governor later appointed constables, sold lands
to bona fide settlers, issued warrants for arrests, etc.;
although the Captain at first complained of his lack of
legal lore. But justice was not then too refined any-
where; for a letter from a Selkirk trustee says:
"You will have to advise Governor Bulger as to
his conduct in regard to the jurisdiction. It sub-
stantial justice is done and the punishments moder-
ate, the forms will not so much signify. Every-
thing should be done in open Court, and juries
sworn on proper occasions, but I believe it not nec-
essary that the jury should be twelve, if so many
unexceptionable persons from the thinness of the
population cannot be brought together." (Bulger
Corr.)
A few incidents from Governor Bulger's experiences
there will suffice to give us the measure of this New-
foundland Governor. We read in the Mlnutes of
Assinibola:_
"The Governor informed the Council that yester·
day while he was busy in the Colony's store at
Fort Douglas, two men, strangers to him, appeared
at the door of the said store, one of whom asked:
'Is the Captain here?' and on seeing the Governor,
said 'We understand that justice is to be found
here.""
"Upon the Governor inquiring what was the mat-
ter, he who had before spoken pointed to another
man who stood by his side with his head bound up
NATIONAL nRE INSURANCE COMPANY,
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A QUARTERLY FLASHBACK:
THE GHOST OF OLD FORT WILLIAM
By REV. EDWARD F. CURRAN
11
AT the time that I speak of, said the old man, St.John's was garrisoned. On the whole the troops
were a fine lot of men, but there were bJacklegs amon'!
them. A couple of officers were talked of in particular.
One of these belonged to Fort William; he was a sport
and was mixed up in everything that went on. If there
was a crowd off for a shooting trip he was the first to
join in; if there was a fight at the cock-pit on the sly,
he'd sure to be there and betting on the gamest rooster.
If there was a smash-up of a yoke on the Topsail Road,
because of the driver mistaking a rock off the side of
the road for a man in the centre, our brave officer was
sure to be picked up among the wreckage of the back
seat. Whenever there was a melee on the Lower street
between the town boys and the dandies of the club, next
morning Fort William had an officer lying up for re-
pairs, with perhaps an eye slightly damaged.
From the first moment of his landing he began run-
ning up bills in every shop in town. His year's salary
wasn't enough to pay the expenses of one quarter. But.
then, he had the name of being the son of somebody or
other with a big title and an empty purse. As the
townsfolk thought they knew all about him and his
family, his credit was unlimited in town. Though he
made great use of his opportunities, he had method in
his ways, for he never ran a rig beyond the nice sum of
one hundred and fifty pounds in any house. The
moment this sum W:JS reached he withdrew his lofty
patronage without troubling to pay a penny and opened
an account somewhere else. He made one exception to
this rule, which is my story, gentlemen.
His debts had increased so rapidly that the generosity
of the shopkeepers began to be sorely tried; they began
to grow cold towards him when they found that no re-
turns were forthcoming. Dunning did no good. The
boys who were sent to ask him to settle his bills brought
back reports of the weirdest and most sulphurous lang-
uage, and I fancy that those young men were at times
accountable for the night watchman bringing home the
gallant soldier on a shutter an odd night or so.
At last it began to leak out that the noble parentage
and rich connections were no more than figments of
his imagination; that, in fact, his relations in England
were in very humble circumstances; that one of them
had disgraced himself not so long before and was now
helping to add to the revenue of Her Gracious Majesty
by picking oakum; that if the hat were sent round to
his whole kith and kin the amount of one of his bills
could not be realized. When this became known the
real hillabaloo began. There was nothing else talked of
for days. On parade and off, the officer was pointed out
as the greatest cheat that the country had ever seen.
Things went so far that it was thought the Governor
would have to dismiss him from his rank and have him
sent back to England-as he had done with another.
"The debts were many and large, but one poor man,
~°70;~h:a;~;;,ott:e::~e~u~d~~~':~~~~d ~:~:~::
from 'the ould sod' (a Tip'rary man, be the same token),
and felt as safe when he was giving credit to the son
of an English lord as if he was putting money in the
bank. Having a large family. the loss would mean ruin
to him. He took the affair very much to heart and every
day he could be seen moping along the Lower street
with his head down, his clothes on him everyhow (and
mind ye, he was a tidy man), and his face a picture of
grief. His wife also looked worn and troubled but
made the best she could of a bad job. Anyhow, it
took a lot to make her mind things, for she was a
Cavan woman. She went in person to the officer; she
pleaded for her family and showed him that the loss
meant a terrible thing to all of them. To make a long
story short, she so softened the heart of the scapegrace
that he promised her to make every effort to pay back
at least part of what he owed.
Day followed day, yet there was no sign of the money.
Tommy fell deeper and deeper into the dumps; he
began to act very queerly. The attention of the towns-
folk-and myoid friend Davy, knows well what a
crowd of gossiping tongues there are in St. John's-
was changed from the officer to Tommy. The first
thing everybody said after bidding each other the time
of day was;
"How's Tommy Larkin goin' on? Any news about
him to-day?"
One morning the town was put in a commotion by
the report that Tommy had drowned himself. Hundreds
swarmed down Gill's Cove where his hat and coat had
been found. The watchman, it appeared, had discover-
ed the garments about five o'clock in the morning on
the corner of the breastwork of the Queen's Wharf.
The first thing he did was to report it to the constable,
and Mickey Lahey, who was on the beat, immediately
recognized the garments as those of Larkin, for he and
Tommy were old friends as well as townies.
Tommy's house was visited. Yes, he had gone out
early that morning before dawn but had not returned.
When the news of the find was broken to the family
the children were almost mad with grief, but the wife,
strange to say, took it so quietly, and seemed so uncon-
cerned that people thought that she too was losing bel'
head. "What's done can't be undone," was her Cavan
philosophy. Friends watched and consoled her and
did all they could to help her in her great sorrow. Her
actions were strange, indeed, at times people thought
she too was losing her mind. Throughout town indigna-
tion was great, for the people recognized that all this
trouble and misfortune could be traced back to the
drunken scamp of an officer at the Fort.
"Is that what we have soldiers of the Queen here for'?"
was a comment heard among the crowds in the streets.
"Have we no protection? Is there no law to protect
us against a scoundrel because he happens to wear a
red coat'?" cried others.
"Let us take the law in our own hands," more than
one said.
The government became anxious at these murmurings.
A few years before, the people had been quieted with-
out much loss of life. The same thing could not now
occur if there was any revolt against the soldiers.
There was no mistaking it, something had to be done
or there would be trouble. Hourly the excitement was
increasing; nasty threats were made that if the officer
was seen on the streets it would be for the last time.
Some person in government circles went to him and
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begged him to try and settle the debt he owed Tommy's
widow. He promised faithfully and showed signs of
being concerned at what he heard, but time passed
and still there was no settlement.
The "Ghost.. Appean
One thing after another in connection with the affair
was causing commotion when the greatest of all came
like a thunderbolt. A ghost had been seen at the
Garrison! Yes, one, two, three, a dozen women and
children had seen the white figure of a man moving
around the embankment of the Garrison that ran along
Middle street. The ghost was heard moaning and
crying; one or two people declared that they heard it
say:
"Where's my money? Where's my money for my
children?"
Terror spread on every side. No child could be
found to go out of doors after nightfall; women asked
for protection if they had only to pass across the street.
The Garrison, which had been a favourite walk, was
shunned once night set in. But throngs went there every
afternoon to look at the place where the ghost was re-
ported to have been seen. "Did anyone," ye will ask,
"see the ghost?" "Yes! One of the sentries, a young
Englishman, a great friend of Tommy, saw the figure
one night moving along the embankment in the direction
of the officers' quarters, and distinctly heard the words,
'my money, my money,' and when he looked closer at
the figure he recognized Tommy. So overcome was he
that he fell fainting, and in falling his musket went off."
At this time I was just after coming off a voyage from
the West Indies and I was stopping at a boarding house
up near Stewart's waiting for a ship that was g9ing to
Pernambuco Mickey Lahey, the constable, and I were
great friends and he was a constant visitor at the board-
ing house. Mickey was taking a great interest in all the
reports about the appearance of the ghost.
"Are you game, Jim," said he one evening, "to come
down to-morrow night to the Garrison and try if we
can see the ghost?"
"Any danger of being shot by the sentry in mistake
for it?" 1 asked. "I've heard that they have received
orders to shoot anything coming near the Fort."
"Leave that to me," said he. "I'll settle everything.
I'm off duty to-morrow night and if you'll come we may
see it and judge if it is Tommy coming back to look
at the old place."
"Very well," 1 replied, "I'm your man, but you must
bring your pistol; I'd like to have something to protect
me."
"I intend to do that," he laughed, "and a few rounds
of powder and ball to boot."
The next evening when darkness had completely set
in each of us went by different ways to Bakehouse Cor-
ner. There in the deep shadow we waited till we
thought any stragglers would cease, coming along. Not a
soul disturbed us except a few soldiers returning to
barracks, and they were a bit too far gone to notice
anything; they staggered past us singing and shouting
at the top of their voices, and later when the bugle
sounded we left our shelter and crossed down the bar·
racks gate.
Just where the houses at present known as Devon
Row are was a steep field running down to the Lower
street, and there in the grass we lay down and quietly
awaited events. The night was clear and by the North-
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ern Lights which were playing we could see objects over
on the bank beneath the Garrison.
From Cochrane Street eastwards there was scarcely a
sound except now and then the rattle of a wagon go-
ing up Middle Street. In the Garrison itself all was
quiet except for the tramp of the sentries, who had
been increased in number since the trouble had begun.
We could hear one especially, halting at the end of his
march and grounding arms, and from the silence that
followed we knew he was resting. Then came three
steps, like marking time, and we could hear his paces
increasing for a while and then fading out again. I
expect that this was the sentry in front of the officers'
quarters, his footsteps echoing off the long gallery that
ran round the Garrison.
Lahey and I lay snug in the grass, I holding the pistol
in readiness.
"There's the bugle for lights out," said Mickey. "I'm
thinking we'll be disappointed the night, Jim."
"Let's wait till eleven," said I, "the night is fine and
we don't run much risk or catching cold."
"As you like, me lad, but I'm not as young as I used
to be," said Mickey.
The "Ghost" Is Laid
Light aftcr light went out in the Garrison till only
one briUiantly lighted room shone out of the darkness.
"That must be the officers' room," said Lahey.
"Histl" I whispered. "Listen! I thought I heard a
step on the path below."
We waited in breathless silence and did not dare even
to lift our heads. I felt sure that I had heard a step
and in a moment I heard it again.
"Just get up a little, Jim," whispered Lahey. "and
try if ye can see anything. Your eyes are keener than
mine."
"For mercy's sake, jump up and look, Mickey!" I
almost shouted aIter I had cast a glance around, "there's
something white coming up the path."
Together we saw a tall white figure quietly but
swiftly approaching, but as it came up the sharp bend
where we lay it turned aside and crossed over to the
wall behind the Garrison. We could see it distinctly,
but could not hear a sound.
"My God! what is it?" panted Mickey. "Keep still,
lad; keep quiet and don't fire till we see more."
As he spoke, the figure climbed the wan of the Gar-
rison and began to walk around behind the cannon
towards the lighted window. It stopped there and we
could hear distinctly the words, "My money, my money!"
These words were scarcely uttered when Mickey
with an exclamation jumped from his place and ran
over to where the figure stood.
"I! ye're alive, or if ye're dead, or whatever ye are,"
he cried, "speakl"
The figure turned and looked at him and then groan-
ed in a hollow tone. My heart stood still as ever it
will stand and I thought my last hour had come.
"Speak," cried Lahey, "speak, or I'll make ye! Come
over, Jim, with the pistol. It may do some good!"
"Look here, Mickey Lahey," said the figure, stooping
down and reaching a pistol forward, "the moment ye
lay a hand on ye're gun, be gonnies, I'll blow daylight
through ye! See! I've two pistols, one in each hand,
and they're loaded, tool"
Lahey stood spellbound; then, advancing to the bank,
he said in a trembling voice:
"Are ye alive, Tommy? Are ye alive or are ye
dead?"
"Alive and kicking, as you'll see in a minute; but lave
me be to do me work. I'll be wid ye in a minnit."
Mickey came over to me and we both stood laughing
our eyes out at the ghost of Tommy Larkin.
We saw him ascend the bank and stand under the
lighted window. Then came three horrible groans, and
the words, "My money, my money," were repeated.
He had scarcely said these when a sentry dashed out
from a dark corner. A musket was raised and instantly
the ghost rushed at the sentry, who dropped his gnn
and fled shrieking. Tommy seized the musket and a shot
rang out in the night air. We heard the crash of
glass and saw the light go suddenly out in the lighted
room. The bugle sounded, and as we were listening
hal! dazed. to the hurrying or the soldiers down the
galleries, Tommy Larkin, with a sheet tucked under
his arm, jumped down from the Garrison wall and ran
over to us.
"Quick! for your lives I Follow me!" he said as he
rushed past us.
"By all the saints! exclaimed Mickey Lahey, "what
possessed ye to frighten the whole town by pretendin'
ye were dead? Young and old have been searchin' for
ye day and night"
"I want me money, and I mane to get it!" replied
Tommy.
All that night we stopped at Larkin's and at about
hal!-past seven in the morning we saw a soldier com-
ing towards the house. Immediately the three of us
went down and hid in the cellar, from where we could
hear his rat-a-tat-tat on the knocker.
In a few moments Tommy's wire came to the hatch-
way laughing. "Out wid ye, Tom!" she said. "It's come
at last!"
When we crawled out she held up a piece of paper.
It was a cheque for seven hundred pounds.
"I knew I'd get it out of him by hook or by crook,"
said Tommy, as he poured up a generous drap 0' th'
crayther."
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national meeting place which the Canadian National
Exhibition has become.
Newfoundland is the youngest of our ten provinces
and it is, for most of the older Canadians, still a "new
found land" that too many of us have not yet discover-
('d.-ond few of us have explored.
M)' own direct connection with Newfoundland is
v~ry new. Fifteen months have not yet passed since,
<IS a newly appointed Minist~r of the Crown, I went
to Newfoundland to seek eledion to the Parliament of
Canada in the electoral district of Bonavista-Twillingate.
At that time, one of the cartoonists pictured me as a
latter da}' John Cabot approaching Cape Bonavista,
SOlnning the shore and askine myself if the natives
were friendly.
And I might well have done so, because the people
<Jf Newfoundland are a proud people and many of them
might have echoed the words of one of the outport mer-
(hant.,; who greeted me with the question:
"Lsn't it 11..0 bad we had to get a mainlander to re-
present the people of Newfoundland in the government
of Canada""
Before I could think up a good answer, one of my
upporters replied for me in these words:
''There are thirty thousand Newfoundlanders in Tor-
unto and surely we can take one mainlander here in
~ewfoundland."
I did 110t try to improve on that.
And ( soon found out that Newfoundlanders, parti·
t:uhlrly in the outparts, are not reaJly an insular people,
('ven though they do live on an island.
Ft'l' rcnturies they have earned their livelihood by
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selling salt codfish in the Mediterranean countries,
the West Indies and Brazil, and there is scarcely a set-
tlement where at least one man has not been to Oporto
or Porto Rico or Rio. Seafaring has made them an out-
ward-looking people accustomed to strangers and
strange places.
I don't know whether there really are thirty thou-
sand Newfoundlanders in Toronto or whether the cor·
rect number is more or less, but I am sure there are
on the mainland of Canada, more people with one or
more Newfoundlanders as ancestors than there are in
Newfoundland.
I was told that Newfoundlanders, if they liked the
look..s of you, were ready to give you a chance to show
whether you were any good. And I am most grateful to
them for giving me a chance.
I think Canada is very lucky to have, in this new
province, people of the finest English and Irish stock..s,
wtih large healthy families, whjch are helping to popu-
late Toronto and every other part of Canada, while at
the same time the population of their own province is
growing faster than any other In Canada.
Good citizens are the greatest asset of any country
and none of the other advantages Newfoundland has
brought to Canada-and they are many--can compare
with the four hundred thousand good Canadian citizens
they have added to our numbers.
I made five all too short visits to Newfoundland last
year and for one wonderful fortnight, my wife and one
of my boys were with me and they fell in love with
what they saw.
We decided that short visits were not good enough and
that, as a family, we must actually spend a whole sum-
mer in Newfoundland before J could hope to become a
really effective representative of the people there.
My wife and I with our four children spent eight
weeks at a beautiful settlement named Portland in
Bonavista Bay.
Our house was only a few yards from the sea where
the ocean came into the shore in a picturesque, almost
land-locked bay. We arrived just at the end of the
lobster season. but early enough to boil two huge meals
(or ourselves right on the shore. We jigged for cod
just out in the bay and caught plenty, too, and boiled
up mussels which were raked oft the sea bottom near
our whar!. We ate vegetables and fruit grown right
in the neighbourhood which is one of the better fann·
ing areas in eastern Newfoundland and the surroundine
hills formed one of the most beautiful panoramas in
the world.
It is oniy six years smce nearly half the voters in
the referendum voted against Confederation with Can-
ada.
It is not eaSy for the adult Newfoundlanders to get
used to the idea that they are now Canadians. If you
remind them they agree it is a fact, but it takes time
for people to form new habits of thinking and still
longer to form new habits of feeling.
And we older Canadians who know, from our his-
tory, how slowly and sometimes painfully we have
developed our present feeling of common nationhood
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should not expect the Newfoundlanders to make all
the effort to feel we all have one country.
If we want a really united Canada, we cannot afford
to take oW" new province for granted, we need to
make an active effort to help the Newfoundlanders to
feel not only that Canada is a good country, but that
they are really a part of this country, sharing fully in
all the benefits of our common nationhood.
We on the mainland also have to alter our thinking
and alter our feeling about this country. We do not
always remember that since HH9, it is John Cabot
and not Jacques Cartier who was the discoverer of
Canada and that the first place in Canada to be dis·
covered was Bonavista and not Gaspe; that S1. John's
is an older settlement than Quebec or even Annapolis
Royal; that our newest province is the centre of the
oldest industry of the new world; and that whole new
chapters have to be added to the history of Canada.
Y have no doubt the history books aTe being re·
written and that all the children of all ten provinces
will learn this new and enlarged version of the history
of our enlarged country.
But the mainland Canadians who have passed school
age are not likely to read the new history books and
they have to learn about Newfoundland in other ways.
I am delighted that the Directors of the Canadian
National Exhibition by saluting each of the provinces
are doing their part to help us to appreciate the new
shape and dimensions Canada assumed on March 31,
1949, I hope that, every year, something will be done
here in this national arena "to include Newfoundland
in" as you are doing this year by arranging for a special
Newfoundland exhibit which I am to have the honour
to visit this afternoon as the representative of the
Premier of Newfoundland.
The first industry of Newfoundland, in numbers
employed, is still the industry that first brought Europ·
cans to North America-the cod fishery. For many years
it has been a depressed industry, but I am happy to say
that two things are combining to open what we hope
will be a new era for the fishery of Newfoundland.
The federal and provincial governments are co-operat-
ing in a fishery development programme designed to
modernise the fishery and to help the fishermen to in·
crease their output, and this programme has coincided
with the appea'rance of the revolutionary new fish
sticks which the President of the United States stated
last July were already opening a vast new market for
fish on this continent.
The other great industry of Newfoundland is the pulp
and paper industry which there as elsewhere has en·
joyed Creat prosperity for the last fifteen years.
The third industry is mining. The famous iron ore
deposits on BeII Island have long been the foundation
of the Nova Scotia steel industry; and the base metal
mines at Buchans have long been an important source
of wealth.
But the government of Newfoundland has not been
content with the economy of 1949.
When Confederation was achieved, the Premier of
Newfoundland threw all his prodJcious energies into
the development of secondary industries, some of whose
products are on exhibit here.
At the same time Mr. Smallwood's government has
thrown equal energy into the stimulation of mining and
po\\'~'r df'\'('lopmcnt, bolt. l'" ~~,I' I~:i.ll(j l! Newfound-
land and in Labrador, and more recently into the
study of bettcr methods for the use of the forest re·
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sources and the encouragement of those branches of
farming which are likely to be successful in a province
where grain growing is practically impossible.
In this last pursuit, Mr. Smallwood on the magnm·
cent farm he and his family are developing are giving
the most exciting practical demonstration of what it is
possible to produce in Newfoundland, as J saw with
my own eyes last week. Newfoundland will probably
never be a great farming province, but the possibilities
of many special types of farming are only beginning
to be discovered.
The truth is, in these last five or six years, there has
been a peaceful revolution in Newfoundland, and it is
thrilling to watch the rapid progress which is going
on everywhere and all the time.
I am glad that the salute to Newfoundland should
have taken place on the day set apart as Radio and
Television Day and the day on which the Service Clubs
are honoured here at the Exhibition.
There is no other province in which radio is so im·
portant as n means of communication, and nowhere
else can radio do so much to make people aware of
~
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one another and one another's achievement. I believe it
is true that, without radio, there would have been no
Confederation. Radio is a powerful instrument for
bringing th~ rest of Canada to Newfoundland, just as
it has been for bringing all the provinces closer to
one another.
So far there is no television in Newfoundland, but
it is on the eve of being started there, and whatever
form It may take, I am sure all thoughtfUl Canadians
will realize how much televi.>lon can do to bring a
knowledge of the rest of Canada to Newfoundland, and
Newfoundland to the rest of Canada.
As for the Service Clubs, all of them I believe have
branches in Newfoundland closely linked with those on
the Canadian mainland. It is less than a month since
I visited the Rotary Club in 51. John's and I saw for
myselC that in addition to their other value, the Ser-
vice Clubs do serve as another link between the new
Rrovince and the older provinces.
But there is no substitute for seeing a place for one's
self, and the best way of all for the rest of us to make
Newfoundlanders feel they really belong to Canada is
to visit their province and learn about their way of life.
I want to say just a word about visiting Newfound-
land. and I shall start with the difficulties.
Of course nothing is easier than to fly to Gander
or St. John's by the excellent service T.e.A. provides,
but St. John's, picturesque and historic city though it
is, is only a part of Newfoundland; and Gander is just
an international airport set down in the wilderness.
The visitor-especiaUy the holiday visitor-who really
wants to see tbe life of Newfoundland will want to
travel by boat or rail or motor car or all three. Next
year a new motor car-ferry from North Sydney in
Cape Breton Island to Port aux Basques in Newfound·
land will be in operation and the government of New-
foundland is making a tremendous effort to have the
road completed from Port aux Basques to Gander so
that travellers will be able to motor across western
and central Newfoundland. There will still be a forty
or fifty mile gap in eastern Newfoundland but there
is real hope that next year that gap can be bridged by
some means so that it will be possible next summer
to get a motor car at reasonable cost all the way from
the ferry landing at Port aux Basques to St. John's.
But I am afraid it will be several years before the
Toads in Newfoundland are really good and it will take
time for the kind of tourist aceommodation to develop
that only comes when the traffic is there. I say these
things because I would not want to advise motorists to
go to Newfoundland next year unless they are pre-
pared to accept some inconvenience and some dis-
comfort.
But the visitors who are prepared for some pioneer-
Ing and some rough roads will get a great reward. The
scenery .i,,; as beautiful as any in Canada, there is fish-
ing to be had in almost every stream, the whole in-
.erior of the island is without settlement and the wild-
life correspondingly extensive, the settlements all along
the coast-there are nearly 1,300 of them-are full of
charm and adapted to a life based on the sea and the
fisheries, and the people are warm-hearted, hospitable
and always interesting.
To thos~ who want a holiday with the spice of ad-
venture, with the reward of seeing the newest and the
oldest part of Canada, I recommend a visit to New-
loundland next summer,
And the right kind of visitors can do a lot to
strengthen the unity of Newfoundland and the rest of
Canada.
It is, I believe, a fortunate coincidence that Septem-
ber 10th should have been chosen for this salute to
Newfoundland. It was fifteen years ago to-d.ay that
Canada went to war with Germany by the decision of
our own Parliament.
And our first decision on declaring war was to accept
the responsibility for the defence of Newfoundland. In
that decision we recognized that Newfoundland was
vital to our own national security.
That decision was really a decision that our national
destiny could not be separated from the destiny of
Newfoundland. History and geography have made us
one country; common interests and common under-
standing will give us common loyalties. It is that
spirit that I am happy to join in the salute from the
Canadian National Exhibition to our fellow Canadians
of Newfoundland.
"A wise nation preserves its records, gathers up its
monuments, decorates the graves of its illustrious dead,
1 epairs the great public structures and fosters national
pride and love of country by perpetual reference to the
sacrifices and glories of the past."
-Han. Joseph Howe.
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By P. E. Goldsmith
There lies a land in the west and north,
Whither the bravest men went forth;
And daunted not by fog nor ice,
They reached at length to a Paradise.
Full two thousand miles away
Washed by a sea of English grey.
They called it Newfoundland at sight,
It's rather the Land of Heart's Delight!
Now, after full four hundred years
They live you back with fearless eyes,
Dimmed with glory but not with tears-
The Ireatest gift that a land can prize-
They give back all that there is to give,
The young, who die that the land may live,
Nor wiJIed it otherwise.
Die! They were weary, God gave them resl
Fall! They are raised for ever more;
Whether on Beaumont Hamel's crest
Or Caribou Hill on the Turkish shore;
Never their glory can fade or fall,
They won the greatest cross of all,
And never their country dies.
Ah! Men must know you to understand,
Must have seen the cliffs of your rugged. land,
Have seen the mists come sweeping down
The hills that guard the glistening town,
Have seen the schooners creeping in
And smelled the homely smell within
The fishing port asleep.
Have seen the pools at break of day
Where silver-coated salmon play,
Have seen the tangled river brink
Where caribou come down to drink,
And beavers build and creep.
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All this was shared by those who fell;
lt is the land they loved so well.
And many a soldier lyinC low
In some French village battle glow
Sees sunrise ever Heart's Centent.
And many a sailor, lost at sea
Sweeping a mined-in Channel free,
Sees his schooner far away
And sunset on Conception Bay.
And though they died on distant shores,
They died for this, 'tis doubly yours!
There lies a land in the west and north
Whither the bravest men went forth;
A land to be won by those who durst,
No wonder the English chose it first!
They called it Newfoundland at sight
It's rather the Land of Heart's Delight.
,.. Mo .a-..r f ... awa:r.
And ...__ e--tlooo Bu.~
Graduate of Boston, New York, Columbia, Rutgers and Iowa State Universities. The Colleges of Law of 51. Paul
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entrance to the harbour. Doubtless it comes from the
bird "puffin" as is said of Puffin Island in Walls "a sea-
bird sanctuary" (Lockley, "Islands round Britain,,).
There is Fair Island near Greenspond, one of the
many populated places from whieh they sailed to
Greenspond in the spring to get "Clearance papers"
in order to lea:ally proceed to Labrador. Lockley
(above citation) mentions Fair Isle in the Shetlands
where they "fish for haddocks."
Ships Island, where David Smallwood had his gen-
eral slore, now long vacant, doubtless got its name from
the early shipbuilding activity on it. The timber was
brought from "the bay" and sawed up in the pits by
sturdy English and Irish boys "just over" from the Old
Country.
The Wadhams was tributary to Greenspond in re-
6pect to the "bully boats" that went there to fish-
notably the Dykes.
Who had as stout a bully boat
That ever rode the grounds.
The name doubtless came from the Wadham family
of traders. The 'Tlyinc Port"-a nautical news sheet
-reported in 1702, a letter from the Mayor of Poole
to the Privy Counci1:-
''This serves to advise you that yesterday Mr.
Thomas Wadham in the "Hopewelln of this place
arrived here in three weeks from Trinity Har-
bour.n
The Admiralty attached much importance to this
Ilrea on the north part of the bay. Pilots' direction
were taken from the author who wrote "The Wad-
ham Song" in 1756;-
"From Bonavista Cape to the Stinking Isles
The course is full forty miles ..
Three leagues off. shor: He~ Wadham's Isles."
The Stinking Islands layoff Greenspond. It was near
here-on Cabot Island (lighthouse 74 feet above sea
level, and a fog alarm) that the Carter crew in the
"Puritan" of Greenspond met tragic deaths in a snow-
storm of the 1890's.
The bully boats went to the Wadhams, but the larger
ones pushed on to the French Shore, the Straits and
Labrador until Judge Prowse in his "History of New-
foundland (1895) could say of the Greenspond men;-
"I have a very strong idea that the intrepid
Blandford with his bold crew wHl somehow get
through this strait (around cape Chidley) and
solve the problem of its difficult passage. The
captain found a beautiful land-locked port which
he named Blandford Harbour."
Of him Beckles Willsen said in ''The Tenth Island"
(897):-
"One of the ablest and most experienced seal-
Ing captains."
In this connection I give brief extracts from a let-
ter or Nov. 5th, 1954, [rom one with large business in-
terests on the Island and who read my first article on
"The Greenspond Saga";-
"Although I have never set foot on the Island
(Greenspond) our connections with the Newfound-
18
. . The greatest source of pride should be dis-
covered in the study of our pionecn, those obscure
men and women of whom no re<:Jrds are extant but
whose preserverance in the face of many hardships
made Newfoundland a settled island and laid the
foundations on which our real history has been
built, etc."-(Daily News editorial on "Discovery
Day," June 23, 195:).. •
Mr. A. C. Wardle (Han. Secty. Liverpool National
Research Society) has indicated the importance of
Grecnspond in northern Newfoundland when he says;
"In the early days Fogo, Greenspond and Bona-
vista were the principal centres."
In 1827, when Bishop Inglis visited Newfoundland and
consecrated the St. Stephen's Church in Greenspond,
there was then only two other northern places of im-
portance. namely. Twillingate and Bonavista. (Rev. C.
H. Mockridge, ''The Bishops of the Church").
By the middle of the last century, Rev. Julien More·
ton in his "Life and Work in Newfoundland," was able
to say;
''The Mission of Greenspond to which I was ap.-
pointed in. . 1849 was in most particulars the larg-
est mission in the diocese. .. Extending along
seventy miles of coast, and requiring a journey of
200 miles to visit all its stations. . it commenced
and ended at the missionary house of Greenspond
Island, it comprised 23 distinct places."
"Greenspond is also a weB known and much
used harbour of refuge and . . . the clergyman
finds occasion for very interesting and important
communication with the many strangers who, with
their vessels, remain hcre often for days . wait·
ing for favourable winds."
I havc shown in my first article instances of Grcens-
pond's dircct trade and commerce with the West Coun-
try of England and even London. Now, one who knows
Greenspond writes me, after reading my first article
on the Port. that "at the time of Cabot celebration some
eight years ago, when attending a meeting of Newfound-
land Historical Society. I said that Greenspond played
no small part in the economic and political history of
early Newfoundland ... there were some skeptics."
U, as some assert, the outport people don't read the
city dailies, it can be safely said that in Greenspond, at
least. they have had direct trade in thoughts as they
had in commerce. They subscribed to such Canadian
weeklies as the "-Family Herald and Weekly Star",
which was read and passed around ftom house to
house. One more observation on the port re its
international relations! About half a century ago
when one of my older sisters married a Greenspond
captain of a foreign-going schooner (about ISO tons)
!ohe once went abroad with him in the schooner going
up as far as Greece. It was a red-letter day when notes
would come from Oporto, Gibraltar, Naples and Pireas
(the port of Athens, Greece) saying they were still "on
an even keel."
Place names that are a part of Greenspond are many.
Thcre is historic Puffin Island with its lighthouse (78
teet above high water, visibility over 10 miles) at the
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It has always been popularly thought that they sailed
('r steamed out of Greenspond Harbour itself. I notice
a lecture on "Newfoundland" giving in London before
the learned Society of Arts by E. H. Hall on February
10, 1882, where he says;
"The Walrus accidentally struck the ice on her
passage out of Greenspond and filled up with seals
and then loaded a second time."
They did not sail or steam out of the harbour of
Greenspond Island, but on the back of the Island and
really nearer to Pool's Island. That was their rendez-
vous! As a boy I once skated out of Wing's Island
Tickle in Greenspond on a Sunday evening in March
land seal-fishery in years gone by brings back
many memorIes. . when most of the wooden walls
used to proceed to Grecnspond to make their de-
parture from there." AI! Winners
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"Your reference to the Blandford family was of
special interest to me as that really great and lov-
able man Skipper Sam was with us ... and also in
charge of our very large fishery establishment at
Blanc Sablon for a great many years."
"We also had James Blandford as skipper of one
of our sealers at one time ... Captain John Dominy,
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2nd skated the several miles to board the fleet in the
straits between Greenspond and Pool's Island.
A!J everyone knows, they came from St. John's a
week before sailing date in order to arrive at this
sheltered spot. This departure was ideal, for if the ice
jammed up the harbours they could and always did
proceed along the shore on sailing day, round the Cape
and contact the Funks.
However, on return in May, they often laid up brief
Iy "back of the island" and proceeded to St. John's thp
front way through Greenspond bight. It was one of
those going out this way that saw the upturned boat.-
the only visible evidence-that carried to sudden death
my oldest brother, my uncle, and dislant cousin, all in
one "squall" off a treacherous point
Let us look at one entering the harbour of Greens-
pond itself on her return! A colourful character was
Captain Alex. (Sandy) Carter, who once commanded
the "Windward," a former whaler that years and yean
before had taken an exploring expedition to Franz
Josef Land. (See Illustrated London News, June 14,
1894), on hearing he was coming all of the younger
element wanted to see his live whiteeoats that, it was
said, he had on deck.
Here was the captain on the bridge manipulating the
old whaler in to the Government wharf. For some
distance his commands from the bridge could be heard
all over the waterfront, thus:
"Hard a port, me boys!
Hard a port!"
The men at Ihe massive wooden wheel with its twelve
or fourteen spokes, wrestled to get it around. But soon
II reply would echo back to the imposing bridge:
"Ha!"13: a port she hel"
If, as Missionary Moreton says, the religious juris-
diction was extensive, so was also that of law and
medicine. The doctor had to be prepared to go in a
four-oared punt for many miles. I have but little per-
sonal knowledge of Dr. MacDonald, who, as a young
man, came direct to Greenspond from Scotland (Edin-
burgh University). He may have had his faults, as an·
other generation has said, but he was skilled and faith-
ful to his profession. If they rowed into Grecnspond for
the doctor, they probably brought thc sick man with
them; but if it was a woman's case he was quickly rowed
off; for it was well said: "Dr. Mac never lost a baby."
Greenspond's two big interests could be truly said
to be their commerce and their religion, and the
three or four denominations lived in perfect harmony
on Greenspond. Everybody went to Church_
At eleven o'clock Sunday the Church of England went
en masse down the harbour to St. Stephen's. They met
lind passed the Methodists (United Church) on their
way to theirs in about the middle of the harbour,
while the Salvation Army, mainly off Newell's and
Ship's Islands would pass both churches along the
main road in order to get to their citadel slightly far·
ther on. They passed and repassed like ships in the
night: just a sign and a nod en route.
In the 1945 census there was only one Roman Catholic
on Greenspond. But it is not too long ago when old
Mr. Barrington of that faith lived alone in a mansion of
a house up "Pond Head" way-on Wing's Island. GG-
ing there to my aunt on Sundays., who lived next door,
I noticed she may spread on the linen table cover
and fet the dishes, but had to "see how Mr. Barrinl-
ton is getting along" before eating. Someone has sent
me snapshots showing a coasting schooner in charge
of Captain William Davis, a strict Methodist, all de-
corated off with flags fOT a visit of the Church of Eng.
land Bishop's yacht, just anchored in the harbour for
special services in St. Stephen's. But
Even through the people's pray'r
And through the preacher's tones
There comes the sign of the briny air
And the ocean's restless moans.
Above the swelling organ strain
When the northern tempests roar,
Is the angry surge of the milhty main
As it beats against the shore.
Ye3, they "went down to the sea in ships and occupied
their business in great waters." Death was always there,
leady to spring up-just crouching. And Rev. Moreton
said over a century ago that after one disastrous year
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the following prayer was circulated throughout the
Greenspond Mission:-
"0 Eternal Lord. God, who alone spreadest out
the heavens and rulest the raging of the sea; who
has compassed the waters with bounds until day
and night come to an end; be pleased to receive
into Thy almighty and most gracious protection the
persons of us Thy servants and the vessel in which
we sail."
"Preserve us from the dangers of the sea, and
grant us in peace and quietness to serve Thee, our
God, and that we may return in safety to enjoy
the blessing of the land with the fruits of our lab-
ours, and with a thankful remembrance of Thy
mercies to praise and glorify Thy Holy Name,
through Jesus Christ our Lord. Amen."
Let us quote brief extracts now as a sample of
Greenspond abroad. When Dr. Fred J. White of Greens-
pond-once Mayor of Moncton~ied, the Mondon Daily
News said on April 13, 1921:
"In many of the homes the late physician's name
was a household word and numerous are the acts
of kindness and generosity by which his recorded
memories will be cherished by all classes and
creeds."
The Riel rebeIlion occurred when Dr. White was a
student at McGill. Dr. White was one of the volun·
teen that formed the McGill unit of stretcher-bearers
... with his corps he was at Duck Lake right and also
at the taking of Batoche.
I saw Dr. White in Greenspond about the time be
was mayor of Moncton, N.B.
Dr. F....t Whi~ alooat the t1_ he ....
Muor of M_, H.B. (1"'1
Captain Barry, another l;reenspond man, died in
British Columbia on January 1st, 1954. A few years
ago a Vancouver paper gave Captain Barry nearly a
page of space of which extracts are:-
"A strapping six-footer of 21, he arrived at Vic-
toria from Bonavitsa Bay, Newfoundland in the
spring 01 1891 ... fished the Labrador. His sec-
ond sealing voyage in B.C. as second mate ended
disastrously when they were wrecked, etc., etc."
" ... This contemporary and friend 01 Jack Lon-
don's fabulous Sea Wolf character, McLean ... is
one 01 the survivors of the dangerous sealing era
off this coast, etc., etc."
(Captain Barry had a sister in St. John's for many
years and who often visited my mother, there being
some relationship. He has a niece in Sl John's today.
I saw him in Greenspond many years ago.
Rev. Garland G. Burton, although then, an ordained
minister, was an officer in the Canadian Army.
Rft. Garland G. Bunon. iI.A.. B-D..
.. OD OIU..,... In World Wor I.
"Preached on many occasions in England, France,
Belgium and Germany ... Was in charge of edu-
cational programme of one unit on the Rhine .
With the Army of Occupation ... went through the
18J1t 100 days as artillery officer-through all the ad-
vancement in 1918 ... a combatant all the time."
Of Miss Lang, whose mother was a Greenspond
Humphrey, the Kamloops Sentinel (B.C.) says (Extracts
only):-
"An outstanding personality in the community.
. .. all her life active in the work of the Church of
England in Canada. .as missionary under the
Oriental Board 01 Missions (in Japan for several
years) Miss Lang has been a great help to the
many Japanese who were evacuated during World
War II. Miss Lang's services as interpreter freely
given to the police, etc."
ERRATA ON FIRST ARTICLE
(I) French word "peche" incorrectly spelt as
"peache"-French for English word "fish".
(2) Captain Richard mentioned. The name was
printed as supplied to me; but I was then doubtful of
its correctness. I am now informed It should be Cap-
tain Richard Easton-an old Greenspond name.
(3) Willtam I\lorrow is mentioned as one of the three
Greenspond men giving Premier Smallwood. an in-
vitation to speak on the Confederation issue. The
Premier said that the struggle began in Greenspond;
but the press should have had the name as William.
Barrow. I was doubtful of its correctness, but let it go
to press. A relation of that Barrow family writes me
from SL John's on it. The Barrows are an old Greens-
pond family, some relation to mine. The name of
Daniel Barrow appears on the Greenspond War Monu-
ment as killed in action in World War I.
THANKS
I thank Mr. M. Harrington for, I believe, featuring
my first Greenspond Saga on the radio. Many thanks
are again due to Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Wright, W. J.
Denby and Rev. Garland G. Burton of Ontario.
(To be continued)
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Keeps litem hnr.,hf...
Keeps them rl9ltf
And one by one they fell away,
And one by one went down,
In the freezing spray 'twas hard
to pray,
And a man could only drown.
Ten were swept by the boiling
surf
To a dark and watery tomb,
But one alone was ever known
To escape that night of doom,
And live to tell of the stormy
hen.
And the frightful loss and grief,
Of wind and ice and of avarice,
On the sea-birds' barren reef.
The doi/,! dose 01
~@@@lliLr
does il!
Her crew had landed on the isle
Of spray-washed flinty stone,
But the winter tilt they had built
By the gale into bits was blown;
And soon the waves rose
mountains high,
And the hurricane grew worse,
And fiercely Eli cursed the sky,
With a bitter, ltinful curse.
Night was black as a bad wolrs
throat
With the raging of the seas,
The seamen clung, like victims
fl=g
To the storm fiend's deviltries;
Those were the days of lusty men,
Of lusty, well-built ships,
or smuggled rum and Kingdom
come
When the last sheet anchor
slips;
When Eli Snow, in sin like Cain's,
From the bottom of the bay,
Said sealing gains, for all its
pains,
Was stingy, skimpy pay.
Some there are who glibly boast
Of bold piralic deed,
Of a woeful ghost on an iron
rout,
Where angry storm winds
breed.
But one has told a stirring tale
Of shipwreck on the Funk,
Of grinding ice and avarice,
When the Sally Ann was sunk.
SfUPWRECK ON THE FUNKS
He daily schemed to lind a plan
To multiply his horde,
And to fully man the "Sally
Ann,"
With crew and stores aboard;
He built a lonely winter hut,
With stove and sleeping bunks,
To wait for snow and drifting
floe,
With seals, on the barren
Funks.
By T. B. Windrass
Foreward - The tale oC ship-
wreck on the Funks is one or the
many yams that lingered some
years ago among the coasUolk
of Newfoundland. It tells or
brave men being the victims of
bitter death because DC avarice.
Coast folk tell their salty yams,
Of wind and troubled seas,
Of harbour dues and ribald
crews,
And wicked barratries.
And fishermen who troll the
baY'
In sunshine and in rain,
R~aU the days of sailing ways,
And wish them back again.
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The nor'west tempest swept the
mam
With bitter freezing breath,
Slob ice churned, hard frost
burned,
And threatened cruel death.
The sally Ann's big cable strained
And broke in the angry swell,
She failed to ride the wintry tide,
And the thunder's awful knell.
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THE NEWFOUNDLAND-LABRADOR BOUNDARY
By L. J. JACKMAN, M.D.
FRO~n:~:, ~:i~~a~~::~9~~~19~~Y;~1.S;:i~~. J~~
English Literature, History and Allied Subjects. The
Labrador Boundary question was the subject ot a very
illuminating article by the Most Rev. Archbishop M.
H. Howley. It was printed at Ottawa in 1908 and is
numbered 291. This article was given to the late Hon.
E. M. Jackman, then Finance Minister and Customs
Minister ot Newfoundland in a personal copy signed by
him and dated Sept. 19, 1908. It has remained among
the papers of the family, its significance not noted until,
on reading the Terms of Union of Newfoundland and
Canada, signed on December 11, 1948, it was discovered
that Article 2 makes reference to "the boundaries at
the Island and the coast of Labrador, the territory as
delimited in the Report of the Judicial Committee of
His Majesty's Privy Council on the 1st of March,
1927 and approved by His Privy Council on the 22nd
day of March, 1927, and the Islands adjacent to the said
coast of Labrador."
In view ot the importance of Labrador to the
Canadian economy in the future students of history
may review this article, and study the data, statutes,
proclamations, commissions, treaties involved in this
momentous decision ot March, 1927. This article is not
recorded among the Labrador Boundary Dispute dOCll-
ments, nor is it mentioned by Prot. A. M. Fraser in
"Relations with Canada" in chap. xiii, in the most
recent book on Newfoundland edited by Prof. R. A.
Mackay, entitled "Newfoundland-Economic, Diplo-
matic and Strategic Studies", Oxford Univ. Press.
1946. Toronto, issued under the auspices of the Royal
Institute of International Affairs of London.
What Were the Issues?
The issue arose in a semi-academic fashion when
Judge Pinsent in 1888 in the Supreme Court or New-
foundland, observed a discrepancy between the ex-
tent of Newfoundland's legal jurisdiction, as outlined
by Newfoundland's Letters Patent of March 28, 1876 and
the map of Labrador published under the authority of
the Canadian Government. The area allotted to New-
foundland in this map was much larger than was
covered by the Letters Patent, with a consequent un-
certainty of jurisdiction in Labrador in the administra-
tion of Justice. He appealed to Govern or Blake to
secure from the British Government an exact defini-
tion of the jurisdiction of the Newfoundland govern-
ment in Labrador, so that no doubt be left as to the
jurisdiction of its Courts and the authority of its officers.
Governor Blake transmitted Judge Pinsent's letter to
the Colomal Office in London, which in turn referred
it to Canada, suggesting that the proposed Conference
on Confederation discuss the matter in 1888 when it
convened in Halifax. This Conference failed to ma-
terialize that year, but took place later in November,
1892, at Halifax.
The Colonial Office pointed out that even the best
maps of Labrador were inaccurate and misleading, but
an attempt would be made to remedy the situation,
after the Confederation talks in 1892. As a result of
these talks a Newfoundland and a Canadian geographer
in association with each other were authorized to act
jointly and report respectively aU necessary informa-
tion to their respective governments. Nothing even-
tuany happened, and the matter was dropped as of no
importance.
In the autwnn of 1902, the Hon. E. M. Jackman,
Newfoundland's Minister of Finance and Customs in the
Bond Government, brought the Labrador Boundary
dispute to an acute crisis by ordering taxes and cus-
toms duties to be collected from a settlement called
Rigolette in the Hamilton Inlet. This was presumably
in Canada, according to the Canadian maps-it was
near Lake Melville, between the Hamilton river and
the Northwest River. Dr. A. P. Low, Canadian geolo.
gist, in 1895, surveyed the Ungava and Labrador re-
gion and reported large timber and iron deposits there.
The Grand River Pulp & Lumber Co. was engaged in
the lumbering industry at Rigolette and produced a
type of timber suitable for the manufacture of paper.
They inquired from the Canadian Department of the
Interior whether Lake Melville was situated in
Canada or not, and if so, it was therefore outside the
scope of the Newfoundland Customs Act. As no satis-
factory answer could be found the matter was re-
ferred to the Deputy Minister of Justice in Canada, who
expressed an opinion that "there was given back to
Canada all the Labrador coast except the strip be~
tween Sandwich Bay to Anse Sablon," and that the term
"coast" could not be construed so as to embrace the
whole of an Inlet like Hamilton Inlet, which extends
under that name and as Lake Melville and Goose Bay
[or one hundred and fifty miles from the sea." Conse-
quently, in the opinion of the Deputy Minister of Jus-
tice for Canada, any goods landed within the territory
belonging to Newfoundland would be "entitled to be
carried to their destination within Canadian teiTitory
without payment of Newfoundland duties."
The Province of Quebec, learning ot this matter,
that the Grand River Pulp & Lumber Co. intended to
extend its lumbering operations in the region of the
Hamilton River warned it that "all the territory south
of the river Hamilton belonged to the Province of
Quebec and the rights to cut timber thereon could only
be done by obtaining a permit from the Quebec gov-
ernment under its laws and regulations."
The confusion increased as to the jurisdiction for the
lumbering company and they replied that under the
laws of Newfoundland it held filty-year leases, which
claimed that all land north of the 52nd parallel of
latitude and east of the 64th degree of longitude, be-
longed to Newfoundland. The company then advised
the Quebec government to take up the matter with the
Newfoundland government to determine if their acts
have in any way encroached upon the rights of New~
foundland. In turn, the Quebec government referred
the matter to the Dominion government at Ottawa,
which asked the Colonial Office to make representa-
tions to the Newfoundland government in order to
obtain a cancellation of the license as involving an en-
roachment upon the territory of Quebec.
The Newfoundland government refused to admit the
claim, denying that there had been any enroachment
upon Quebec territory, explaining that the territory
was situated many miles to the eastward of the line
laid down by the Act of 1825 as the boundary between
the Province of Quebec and the Newfoundland Labra-
dor. (To be continued)
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WHO OWNS LABRADOR?
(Translation from an article appearing in the French language paper "L'Unite Nationale",
an organ of the National Union Party) •
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and Newfoundland, have agreed to a survey to deter-
mine the boundaries of Quebec and Labrador.
How is it that these two heads of Canadian provinces
can agree to a survey to settle a question of frontiers?
Because the Right Honourable M. St. Laurent brought
into the Canadian federation this tenth province, the
Island of Newfoundland, with a huge slice of Quebec's
heritage, under the name of a part of the Island of New-
foundland.
Newfoundland is thought of as an island. This is
confirmed when looking at maps published by Quebec.
But when looking at maps pUblished by Ottawa. one
sees that Newfoundland is an island with a piece of
Ungava adjoining it-a piece equivalent to a tenth of
the total area of our province.
The territory which Newfoundland pretends to own
in Quebec is larger than the Island of Newfoundland
itself. Greater, indeed, than all three Maritime Pro-
vinces together. Geographically, this is absurd. As
absurd as if Quebec made a claim in Newfoundland, a
claim affecting a tenth of the island, or as if the French
islands of St. Pierre and Miquelon claiming part of
Nova Scotia.
M. St. Laurent should not have admitted Newfound-
land into the Canadian union before this island and
the Province of Quebec had previously reached an
understanding in a concise and permanent modus
vivendi
But M. St. Laurent engaged in building a super-
Government, a universal republic, has sacrificed the
interests of Quebec and the heritage of the French-
Canadian people. What can you expect. when you
realize that his ghost writer (author of all his speeches)
is the Honourable Mr. Pickersgill, pin-up boy of the
Liberal Party, mystery man of Liberal politics, Fed-
eral Cabinet Minister for Newfoundland, who is guided
and supported by International Jewery, and all the
underground following which they control.
How can Newfoundland lay claim to a tenth of the
territory of Quebec, territory which includes fantastic
riches in minerals and hydro-electrical power, and
which constitutes an enormous part of the heritage of
French Canadians? By the combined plot of imperial-
istic and financial forces that stripped us insolently,
while Newfoundland was still an English colony.
A large part of the French-Canadian heritage in Un-
gava reCi!ived permanent recognition as early as 1866,
when the "frontiers" (even then unjust) were fixed
between Quebec and Newfoundland. Later Newfound-
land ceased to be a colony. Then her local Govern-
ment became bankrupt. Then a London trusteeship
was imposed. Then the Americans, during the Second
World War, became practically the rulers. Then, the
island having become a grievous burden to England,
the St. Laurent Government scurried to annex it to the
body of the Canadian nation, at the expense of French
Canadians.
It is by virtue of a judgment of the Privy Council of
England, which puts over all sorts of deals for high
imperial politics, and the High Bank (literal translation:
High Bank of Gold-the reference is obscure) that New-
foundland more than doubled her proper territory by
getting a piece from the Mainland surface of Quebec.
In course of the legal debate it was stated in Lon-
don that the case for Quebec was "very badly prepared
and also very badly presented."
When you consider all the network of influences
which then (as now) were gathered, the hidden powers
and tricks of International Finance-Capitalists, and their
demand that the interests of Quebec be sabotaged, it is
no wonder that these interests were sabotaged, de-
liberately and in cold blood, in order to make a per-
sonal profit for the saboteurs.
Foremost in the calculations of this conspiracy was
the intention to rob the French Canadian people of the
greatest source of riches on earth: the hydro-electric
power of Hamilton River, which, in less than nine miles
of falls, can produce more than 3,000,000 horsepower.
Right Honourable M. St. Laurent ... has confirmed
Newfoundland's possession of a tenth part of the Pro-
vince of Quebec. The Province of Quebec, under a
National Unity Government, would never agree to re-
cognize Newfoundland's pretentions, or the centraliz-
ing tactics of Ottawa .
We should approve a decision of the Provincial Gov-
ernment to refuse to recognize the horrible exploitation
of Quebec perpetrated by London high finance. At
the same time it is evident that Newfoundland will
never be able to finance development there by herself.
THERE'S NEVER A GOAL
There's never a goal worth getting
But what you must work to attain,
You must suffer and bleed for it,
Cling to your creed for it,
Fail, and go at it again.
Success is no whim of the moment;
No crown for the indolent brow;
You must battle and try for it,
Offer to die for it,
Lose it, yet win it somehow.
The pathway to glory is rugged,
And many the heartaches you'll know;
He who seeks to be master
Must rise from disaster,
Must take as he giveth the blow.
There's no royal road to splendour,
No shortcut to fortune and fame;
You must fearlessly fight for it,
Dare to be right for it,
Failing, yet playing the game.
The test of man's merit is trouble,
The proof of his worth is distress;
Much as you long for it,
Man must be strong for it,
Work is the door to success.
-Author Unknown.
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AUNT EMILY TELLS A STORY
(Prize-winnin. Short Story in the Depa:t'ment of Education Competition of 1954).
By GERALDINE CASE
Am:~t ~~t~~~ :~~e;; ::d:~~n:t~~edkn~~~o~~~
Her grey eyes glinted at us from behind the steel-rim-
med spectacles, and we waited quietly for her to
begin a story. Outside, it was a stormy winter's night
but here in the big old-fashioned kitchen, it was cosy
and warm, and the fire gleamed cheerfully from the
grate of the big old-fashioned stove. Seated around
the long kHchen table covered with brightly patterned
oil-doth, we had been doing our lessons under the
gaze of the knitter and now that we had finished we
were to be rewarded with a story before being filled
with warm milk and spicy cookies and shepherded off
10 bed.
There were six of us at the long table---four girls
and two boys and this evening was one of pleasant
routine to which we were well accustomed. Of course
it was simply not to be thought of that we were to sit
in idleness and ksten "Satan finds work for idle
hands to do" was one of Aunt Emily's favourite aphor-
isms and she was constantly forestalling the foul fiend.
Penny, the eldest was detailed to give out the work.
Two skeins of wool were taken from Aunt Emily's
capacious work-basket to be wound up into balls.
Penny handed one to the twins, Linda and Louise,
while the other was given to Oan and Ted, who might
reasonably have been expected to escape this feminine
('hore. That's another ball to be rewound, I thought,
recalling their previous efforts. Penny then fetched a
small work bag which contained a number of small
knitted squares and small ends of wool which would
become ones to be joined ultimately to form an a1gan.
These were Penny's own work. The bag contained
also a grimy, half-finished string dish-cloth upon
which I, who had not yet learned to knit, was practis-
ing the art of garter-stitch. These were, of course,
token employments. Small hands made a game of the
wool-winding which was quickly finished, while Penny
and I could knit or not as we pleased, once the story
was well begun.
Aunt Emily was actually our father's aunt, a maiden
lady of undeterminate years who had descended up-
on us several years before, at a time of crisis when
our mother had been ill. During this time she had
made herself such an integral part of the family, that
she was to remain with us until her death. She came
to "run the house" while mother was ill and run it
she did, and us too. I think both my parents must
have been pleased to have her shoulder the respon-
sibility for us as she did. At the time, her coming was
a heaven-sent gift to my father who found himself
quite unable to cope with six very small children and
was unable to find anyone who seemed capable of
doing so. Naturally gay and frivolous, my mother,
even in health, would have welcomed someone who
could take care of her household burdens so efficiently.
Her illness proved long and severe and her conval·
esence was equally prolonged. By the time she was
ready to take over again therefore, Aunt Emily was
so firmly entrenched that mother, who perhaps had
come to regard her with as much awe as any of us,
showed no disoosition to chaIlenlfe her dominion.
In appearance, Aunt Emily was the caricature of
an old maid school·teacher come to life-in Cact she
had been teaching for some years in rural schools.
Her figure was tall and angular, her features long and
bony with thin lips and a prominent beak-like nose.
She wore steel-rimmed glasses, and drew her greying
mouselike hair smoothly back from a center parting.
Here resemblance to the caricature spinster ended, for
she possessed a love of colour which expressed itself in
clothes of the most bizarre and namboyant shades and
colour schemes, while a magpie fondness for glitter
led her when "dreuing to go out" to bedeck herself
with costume jewellery till she sparkled like a Christ-
mas tree. At home, however, the glitter was absent
but the colour remained in the gaudiest imaginable
housedresses.
What was far more important, was that Aunt Emily
possessed also a quick sense of humour, infinite patience
and a deep understanding of the childish heart. She
had too, an immense fund of stories and folklore,
which though she loved to tell and talk about, she
nevertheless doled out to us as accolades for good-
behaviour or for other Aunt-Emily reasons. Her tales
were, like her spicy raisin cookies, awards, bribes and
consolations.
Certainly nobody has ever been able to make those
raisin and molasses cookies like Aunt Emily could.
Even now that she has been dead for some years we
remember with nostalgia the crisp goodness of those
cookies and the warm spicy fragrance that floated
through the house as she lifted a fresh batch from
the oven. Another never forgotten treat was her
dark fruit cake, black, sticky and oh so good-the
envy of every cook in our little town. Her recipes
were no carefully guarded secret, but as they never
turned out quite the same for anyone else, she was
always suspected of either having written them down
wrongly or of adding her own secret ingredients to
those listed.
"My mother," said Aunt Emily, as we sat silently
about the table, hands busy with wool, school-books
piled neatly in front of us; "hated dogs." She glanced
around quickly as If to reassure herself that we were
listening, then as nobody voiced any objedion to this
statement, or offered question or comment, she went
on. "There are people, you know, who are born out
of time and place; no matter where they live, they
never seem to belong there. My mother was like
that. She was born and lived all her life in the North
and was never really part of it or happy there like
she would have been if she had lived even here. She
was never heard to say so, and perhaps it didn't
even occur to her to think so, but it was true just the
same. She hated and feared the chill winds and swift-
descending long storms of winteTj the all-isolating icej
and most of all the sled-doCS which are not only
the trade-mark but the very life-blood of life in the
North. The sharp biting winds and the penetrating
chill of the ice seeped into my mother's veins and
though powerless to affect her large warm heart, put
a sharp edge to her tongue." Aunt Emily gave a tiny
sniff as though this reminiscence had brought her dose
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Children too," said Aunt Emily, "have to be trained"
and she nodded her head at us gravely. Having digress-
ed that much she returned again to her story.
"Once a sled dog is broken, nothing makes him
happier than to be into the traces and off to wherever
his master wishes to go. Whenever they sight the har-
ness and the long seal-skin traces, they crowd about
barking joyously and can scarcely be held still long
enough to be put into their traces, so eager are they
to be off. The lead dog is the most important mem-
ber of the team, he is the pace setter and the guide.
The traces are not used as the reins of horses a'fe to
direct, but serve only to keep the dogs together in
their proper positions and to puB the sled. The only
directions the sled-dog needs are the authoritive com-
mands of his master to "keep off" or "haul in" or
whatever it may be. The lead-dogs or leaders, as
they are called, are chosen in puppyhood by their
response to such signals. It sometimes happens too,
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to tears and rocked silently lor a moment before con-
tinuing.
"My father was a large quiet man," she said at
length. "Wise in the ways of those who wring a Jiving
from a land that is a hard master, he loved the sea
and ice and I think even the storms. Certainly he
loved his sled-dogs. To him they were more than
the essential toilers, the living tools which helped
with chores-hauled his wood and supplies; provided
his transportation and his contact with other people.
To him, his dogs were faithful friends and comrades
in arms."
We had been quiet up till now but as Aunt Emily
paused again we sighed delightedly. So it was to be
about dogs. We loved to hear her tell stories about
her girlhood in the North, but most of all we loved and
never tired to hear her tell about the dogs.
Aunt Emily got up and stirred the fire. Then as
she resumed her place in the rocking-chair and picked
up her knitting again, she took up the story where she
had left off.
"You never," she said, "make a pet of a sled dog."
Here she looked severely at Ted, the baby of the
family. Our dog Tippy was really Ted's dog, al-
though we had him before Ted was born. As we
children seemed to spend an inordinate amount of
time swimming during the summer, our parents decid-
ed that Tippy, a big black Newfoundland dog, made
us an ideal companion. We all adored Tippy and
took him everywhere with us, but he had his own
house in the backyard and we were never supposed
to bring him indoors. However, we were alI guilty
of offending in this respect upon occasion and Ted
was the worst offender of all. Indeed. there was such
a special affinity between Ted and Tippy that Aunt
Emily was fond of remarking that she sometimes was
hard put to it to tell which was boy and which was
dog. This was probably the reason which caused her
to repeat emphatically "You never make a pet of a
sled dog."
"Petting spoils him, makes him useless and he was
born to be a worker," she continued.
"Sometimes when we were children, we would bring
the tiny puppies into the house in spite of mother's
disapproving eyes, but long before breaking time came
round. the house was taboo for even the tiniest pups.
'Breaking' time was always a sore trial for me, for 1
had inherited something of my father's love for dogs.
I dreaded the sharp cracking of the sealskin whip
although with Pa the whip was used mainly as a
threat. Rarely if ever did my father actually strike
a dog, especially one of the pups.
"I dreaded too, the terror-stricken yelps of the pup-
pies forced into the unfamiliar traces to run with
the bigger dogs. Whenever 1 had to listen to this 1
invariably sought the refuge of the down-stairs bed-
room, the best bedroom, the one that was reserved for
very special visitors like the doctor or the minister who
made rounds of the isolated settlements at certain
times of the year. Here I would bury my face in
the soft, handmade quilts of the best bed in the house
and would very likely be discovered in tears by my
mother who would scold me for being such a silly
girl.
"But dogs, like horses, must be broken-a ha'rd
word that really should mean trained, before they
can take their places in the proper scheme of things,
which in the case of the dog ,is to run with the team.
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that the leader over-rules his master's signals when
instinct tells him that his own judgment is right amt
the man's less infallible judgment is wrong.
"Sometimes you will hear of people who have been
attacked and badly hurt by sled dogs. I remember
some people who owned what were known as 'bad dogs,'
and even those people who were used to them had
to be very careful how they approached them. My
father, however, always maintained that healthy dogs
were not dangerous if they were always properly
handled. He prided himself upon his skilJ in select-
ing the puppies to be trained and claimed that only
once had he owned what he considered a 'bad' dog.
This one had shown signs of viciousness even while
being trained and he had reluctantly had to destroy it
without ever using it with the team.
"My father's lead-dog was for some years a big
black dog called Gypsy. Most dogs have outlived their
usefulness in the traces in from three to five years,
but Gypsy not only was the leader for longer than
that, but was as well a dog of many parts. He often
hunted with my father and accompanied him at times
when no other dog was ever taken along. Of all the
dogs Pa ever owned Gypsy was far and away his
favourite; on the other hand my mother, who loathed
all dogs generally, seemed to have a special hatred
for Gypsy.
" 'Why that dog,' my father would say, 'got more
sense that most people. No matter how late 'tis-
how far from home you be or what the weather, a
good dog'lI bring you home safe every time, J'ight
enough. But now you take my Gypsy-he'll not only
bring ye home safe but put ye to bed too, like as not'
-and father would wink and chuckle appreciatively
at the men, while mother, pretending- not to hear,
would tighten her lips and give an almost imper-
ceptible sniff. This was as far as Pa dared to go in her
presence to telling of the night he'd got drunk in a
settlement forty miles away, and knew nothing from
the time he fell atop the comatick, till mother, roused
by the dogs, shook him awake in our own yard in
the midst of a snowstorm.
"Yes, Pa had good reason to be proud of Gypsy
and many were the otTers of advantageous trades he
turned down to keep her. Trading in goods was com-
man in those days as there was very little actual cash
money around and everybody used to swap things.
Pa would never part with Gypsy.
.. 'More'n once, he'd say. 'I bin astray in over the
barrens or out on the ice, an't almost dark, an' seem
to be no way 0' findin' out how to get home.' "Now
Gypsy, me bye,' I'd say, 'lis up to you. Get us home
old feller,' and bye, lbat dog'd look at me as if he
knowed what I was sayin' to 'un and bring us home
safe every time.'
"Ma ncver shared his faith in Gypsy. If father was
later than he'd meant to be or was away some dis-
tance and a storm came up or seemed to be coming
up, mother would get nervous. Restlessly she'd wan-
der about the house, from one window to another,
trying to see whether they werc coming; she'd begin
tasks. only to leave them unfinished and start some-
thing else and then to go and start all over again.
Alert to every sound, she'd go to the window and peer
out anxiously. I can only imagine what agonies she
suffered on those occasions, and when father at length
arrived she would be almost hysterical with relief
although the bite would still be in her voice and
words.
"Pa would pat her shoulder with his big hand and
say,
" 'There now, maid, you might have knowed I'd be
alright as long as 1 had old Gypsy with me'-to which
Ma would give a faint scornful sniff, expressive of her
opinion of Gypsy.
"There was a night though, when he came in all
covered with snow and didn't notice her at all. Ma
entered the porch from the kitchen as he entered from
outdoors. Half-sobbing with relief at his sale return,
she would have thrown her arms about him but he
pushed her aside, flung down a load of frozen birds;
turned and went out again. Mother Wag stunned. A5
for me, I noticed nothing amiss, 1 was thinking only
of how sore my fingers would be by the time all those
birds had been plucked over tubs of scalding hot
water. We couldn't run to the butcher's every time
we wanted meat down there," said Aunt Emily, "so
those birds were very important to us.
"Some minutes passed before Pa came back, and
when he came in he was carryjng Gypsy. The dog
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was almost completely exhausted and one forepaw
dangled limply. To Ma, it didn't matter a bit that
Gypsy was hurt. All that mattered was that she had
a strict rule against having dogs in the house and here
was father breaking it. and for a snow·covered Gypsy
at thal It was, she felt, the last straw. After the
long anxiety and waiting, to be thus thrust aside and
ha,'e her strictest rule broken, her wishes shown no
more consideration than that, all for the sake of a
dog. It was too much-and so she broke out into a
torrent of scolding-against Pa for being away so long
-for being this -for being that-against Gypsy-
against dogs in general - against me in general -
against Pa in particular and back to Gypsy again.
''Ps never said a word; he put down the dog, got
hot water and Jaye's fluid and bathed the paw; cut
two small sticks of wood for splints; then he splinted
the paw and fixed it up with a sling which he fas·
tened around the dog's neck. All the while Gypsy
looked from one to the other of my parents from half·
closed eyes while his big body shuddered and panted
with exhaustion and pain. And all the while, Pa
worked over the dog; Ma, without any pause in her
tirade of grumbling, bustling about getting Pa's sup·
per ready.
.. 'You might at least get out of those heavy clothes
Bnd have your supper before you go fooling about
with that old dog' she sniffed. But Pa paid no atten·
tion until he had the dog settled to his liking, which
angered her all the more.
"Gypsy won the round, however, and for that night
and !or several nights thereafter he was ungraciously
permitted to remain in the porch.
"Later Pa told us how he'd had to go farther than
he had expected in search of birds as he was deter-
mined not to come home empty-handed. Just as he
was starting for home, the storm sprang up all of a
sudden, and only Gypsy had kept him from going
astray. When father, half·blinded by snow, had nearly
stumbled over a ledge of partially hidden rocks;
Gypsy had tried to prevent him from falling and both
were thrown off balance, tumbling over together. The
dog fell underneath father, breaking his fall so that
he emerged from the mishap unhurt. Gypsy was less
fortunate, however, for he had been knocked sensel~
and had one forepaw badly crushed. It was some
minutes before man and dog recovered sufficiently from
the fall to resume their way homeward through the
quickening snow. Darkn~ had fallen also but the
valiant dog though limping slowly and painfully along
on the injured paw, had guided Pa safely home. By
the time they reached the fence of our own back
meadow, the exhausted and wounded animal could go
no further. Pa, unable to carry both dog and the
birds he had determinedly brought so far, loath to
chance losing the latter and certain of finding the
dog, had crossed the meadow with the birds first an<1
then returned for Gypsy. :
"In time, Pa took the splint uff Gypsy's paw anq
the dog could soon get about as well as ever, but H
tired quickly. Pa wouldn't work him at all that wini
ter, and in fact never ran him with the team after~
wards except for one or two very short trips. I
"So the next round went to Ma. For with Gypsy no!
I'unning with the team, Sulky stepped into the leacf
traces, and with Sulky Pa took no chances on slayini;
away too late or getting too far away from home. I
". 'That .dog,' he'd say, is like a lot of people, Jus1
plam stupid. That stun old fool is like to lose me an)(
day at all.' Oddly enough, in spite of Pa's lack of faiUt
in Sulky, Ma seemed more contented and less anxiouJ
with Pa gone, now that Sulky was the leader. .
"Gypsy's presence about the place, however, swi
riled her and she often hinted a~ut ' ... keepin~
no-good dogs about the place; until sometimes I wa~
afraid Pa would give in and shoot Gypsy, because no""
~;~~ehC:~I~~~n~::n~h:gns~~er~;t.wor~gs:~~
ears still pricked up alertly at the sight of the harnes!!
but he no longer barked in joyous anticipation or go-l
ing out with the team. He watched resignedly as tho
others went out and he was left behind. Always th~
other dogs had held apart from him, perhaps sensing
his favoured place in his master's estimation and
affection. Now that he no longer ran with the resi
of the team, there seemed no longer any bond 'betweed
Gypsy and the others and he was left more apar~
than ever. So Gypsy grew plump and placid aoo
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attached himself to me, following me about wherever
l went--a self-elected guardian.
At this point in the narrative, the twins seemed to
be growing restless and attempted to take the wound
balls of wool which Dan had been rolling back and
forth in some sort of game. The slight scuffle which
ensued caused Aunt Emily to break off the story
momentarily and look at them severely. Instantly
they subsided into a subdued silence.
''My brothers were too old to play with me," con-
till\led Aunt Emily sweetly after a pause.
"And so I was very glad to have the dog as a play-
mate."
She glanced round at us benignly and I aimed a kick
at Dan's ankle beneath the table. Aunt Emily never
missed an opportunity of emphasizing how fortunate
we were to belong to a big family and how much
more fun it was to be one of the crowd. Dan kicked
back, but I was too quick for him and I returned
A'llnt Emily's gaze innocently.
"I grew very fond of Gypsy even though he never
followed me about or played with me when Pa was
home. It was always Pa he followed then." Aunt
Emily was settling down to her story again.
"However, whenever Ma mentioned 'no good old
dogs,' I'd watch Pa anxiously. He wouldn't say a
word, but when he'd catch my eye, he'd give a sly
wink and I'd breathe easier, knowing that Gypsy was
s3fe."
"And G)'PSY was. Gradually he .-rew too old to
follow me for any distance, but he was allowed to live
out his days in peace. Because he was never known
(0 leave the yard and increasing age in any case
rendered him incapable of doing so, he was left free
all the year round., even in the summer when the
other dogs snapped and chafed at the thongs of the
heavy wooden clogs that kept them safely home and
out of mischief.
"Sometimes Gypsy would still waddle down to the
late to meet me when I came in, at other times he
wouldn't bother, but he always met Pa when he came
home from the gardens or from fishing, and whenever
Pa went away the old dog would pad heavily down
to the ,ate and watch him until he was out of sight.
He was happiest, 1 think, aD the lone summer even-
ings when Pa, his day's work ended, would sit on the
back steps in the long deepening twilight and smoke
his pipe. Then Gypsy would come up close and sit
beside him, while the other daiS would drag their •
clogs across the yard and sit as near their master as
they COUld.
"That was the time I liked best too. I would sit
out on the steps with Pa and he would tell me stories
nnd sing me some of the old sad sallor songs that run
on for scores of verses. Pa had a grand deep voice,
too." Aunt Emily's own voice trailed off and she
paused for a moment and abandoned her knitting
long enough to lift her steel-rimmed spectacles and
wipe her eyes.
"At length," she said, resuming her tale, "Gypsy died
in his aleep which was fortunate as I don't think Pa
would ever have brought himself to shoot the poor,
faithful old creature."
"It was odd that day to see Pa'. blue eyes without
their merry twinkle and dim with tears, and though I
was growing up then and really too big for such
childishness I once again took refuge in the downstain
bedroom to hide my own tears. As so often before,
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A TRULY HEROIC DEED
Asariah Pennell of Wood's Island, Bay of Islands, has
been awarded a parchment Certificate for Bravery by
the Royal Humane Society of Canada for saving the
hves of two eight-year-old boys from drowning when
they fell through ice last spring.
Mr. Pennell heard their cries and moving along the
ice on his stomach until he broke through, he managed
to reach Peter Hackett and holding him he swam to
where Leslie McCarthy was struggling and caught him
also. Holding the two boys heads above water, it was
more than thirty minutes before residents of Wood's
Island, hearing of the accident, broke their way through
the slob ice in a motor boat and rescued them. Before
the boat was close enough to reach them a rope was
thrown and Mr. Pennell tied it around the boys and him-
self and they were drawn to safety. A truly heroic deed!
I was discovered and chided by my mother for the
tears I shed.
... at your age over an an old dog, who'd out-
lived his usefulness years ago." But Ma's own eyes
were more than usually bright that day with tears
she scorned to shed-so perhaps the last round went
to Gypsy after all, because she didn't say a single
word to Pa, not even when after burying Gypsy in
his favourite spot in the yard, he wasted a whole
afternoon crudely chiselling the word 'Gypsy' on a
stone to mark the place."
Aunt Emily paused again, her hands folded upon
the now neglected knitting, her rocker creaking and
creaking in the silence. She sniffed and wiped her
eyes again-
"Someday ... Someday," she said, eyeing us sternly
as though we were about to contradict her-"Some-
day, I am going back to that little settlement and see
that old stone." ... Then her mood changed abruptly
and she jumped up briskly, setting the rocker into a
swift movement on its own.
"Mercy, look at the time. Come on now children,
put your books away till tomorrow. Penny, child, put
IIway the 'work' and run and get the cookies while I
get the milk ready. Hurry, now - it's nearly bed-
time."
"
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Sonny: "Dad, did you go to Sunday school when
~ au were a little boy?"
Dad: "I sure did. Never missed a Sunday."
Sonny: <turning to his mother) ''There, now,
mother, don't you see. It won't do me any good
I'ither"
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START A SCRAP BOOK
W INTER nights need never be dull for the personwho keeps a scrap book. He can always pass
an hour or two snippin,!?;, pasting, reading and recon-
sidering. This task is never done for it is in the very
nature of the scrap book keeper to have morc c1ip-
k~~~t~~~;tll~t t?:;;r~~s cft?mer~r t~:\~~~:~~~;
periodicals goes in his scrapbook, and with the pass-
ing of time his collection of scraps becomes a pic-
ture of his own mind, and an index of his interests.
There are all kinds of scrap book keepers. The
~i::~~h~~~~l~~e;t:i~~wC:l~iFt;~sc~nth~y~~v:ch~~
a part. The better use better books, and entcr all the
~\it~~~~s~;a:to~bo~hb,jrm::Jer~nors~~~a~~~~erha;~
pens to interest them. The cream-the aristocracy-
of scrap book keepers are those who arrange their
books in such a way that they 'Present a commentary
on life.
But almost any scrap book is of interest. At sales
of rare books a good scrap book usually brings a
handsome price. A buyer paid 105 guineas for a
century old scrap book bound in tooled morocco; it
contained a fascinating record of plays and boxing
~h~cl;::k~ftoit:na'k~i;~~ViS~:f~~gQ~s~r~dtc~rJr;~~
these days of high taxation would do well to make a
few scrap books and leave them to his heirs; long
after the threat of succession duty is past, the scrap
books will mature as valuable curiosities and be
redeemable at the rare book mart.
A scrap book is a rare book, of course, it is nnique.
Unless its maker was uncommonly dull it will be of
interest to somebody, and perhaps to many people.
It will have the virtue of surprise; it may be a piece
of fascinating Canadiana in 50 years-for scrap books
~~:y t:~ed~e~~ k~~~ f~;nae \~~iJ~ei~f f;~~ ~::~~ l~~~
posterity a diary, or a bundle of interesting letters,
or a work of art, you can always try your hand at
preparing a scrap book.-SeI.
RE-KINDLED
By D. Carroll
Only a blackened chink the rocks among,
Yet 'tis a picture eloquent to me,
Each dry and blackened ember has a tongue
Attuned to stir the depths of memory;
Its magic maketh live again my young
And gladsome friends, their faces now I see,
The joyous hills re-echo with their glee;
I hear their laughter gay, the merry songs they'd sung.
Now, scattered long, to many a clJme and far,
Is the glad group that fill'd that summer's day
With music, love and laughter, till the star
Of evening sank across the moonlit bay.
But they are coming home, the thousands say,
The exiled sons and daughters of our land,
And in each loved "old home" in Newfoundland
This cry is rising clearer day by day;
"Come to thy home, to Terra Nova come,
The land with open arms is shouting "Welcome Home."
A MOST LOVELY COUNTRY
By Sir Thomas II. Gratton Esmonde, M.P.
(F..<litor'. No~,- The follow;n .. b an ennoc1 fr<>m "8omoo 1m-
pr.... ion. of Newfoundland," wrhten by Sir Thom... "ft<>r .. vi.oit to
Newfoundland in 1910).
"NEI~~~O~Nf~;(f~~dis~o~nn~:ti~~V:Zt c:c::~t;
forest and lake a'ld river; with all that this definitioll
~~l:~~:· aJ~~ i:le~p.~~~lI~?a~l~trt~~ult~e~C:ea;c~st~:
varied, and the colouring so vivid.
"I have drunk in immeasurable enjoyment in the
glades of her virgin forests, willI their interminable
:ft~:: ~os~~~I~n~t~e~~a'oC::~~ :~~~e~o~~cha~:
their tresses of scarlet berries, and white and purple
orchids, and the myriad ferns and lichens and all the
~r~~~:f~u~odl;ond~a~:on~ho~~en~~:~ len~thening; toll
"I can ima~ine the joy of the painter at the si~ht ot
~~r ~Whgf~I~~~n:~i~lh~m:~::r~~ t~i~k~e~~~es;e~~~~
their summits, clear-Cllt against a sky of blJ.le whose
('Ollnterpart you must seek in sunny Italy.
"Or again, the Barrens-as the high central table:-
lands are named-stretching away mile after mil~,
with their mantle of azaleas in the glory of their
autumn tints, interspersed with ,glittering meres and
flashes of orange and green and crimson where the
marshlands lie shimmering in the sun,
"Or again, in the witchery of her rivers as they
foam through gorge and rapids, or glide peacefully
'llong through rich alluvial valleys which only the
advent of the husbandman to smile with lush meadows
an'~~;:'i~:~jr:~d' reminds me of Ireland, of Scot~
land, of New Zealand; of Switzerland, of Mexico and
of Greece. But she has a charm and character all
her own withal; and it is nothing short of a marvel
that so beauteous a land, and one so blessed by
Nature, should have remained so long unknown to
the outer world."
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INCIDENTS IN NEWFOUNDLAND HISTORY-1792-7
By C. R. FAY, Ph.D.
i
T~:a~thca:it~S:~hi:li:~dsh~~O:i~:l B~~~sC:sm;:~
Cou~dland and the Channel blands. But they require
finding. For the Islands had a military and naval, as
well as a domestic signHicance, and the material may
be in the War Office and Admiralty records, in addition
to the standard sources in the Colonial Office (New·
roundland) and Home Office (Channel Islands) series.
I select here two topics-a topic to Newfoundland,
~...bjch is in a War Office volume (Public Record Office):
and a second topic, directly associated with Newfound-
land in wartime, which is partly in the War Office
papers, partly in the Colonial Office papers (Public
Record Office) and partly in the press cuttings of the
Island of Guernsey.
W/O.1.15
I. Memorial ot 119% to Govemor KlJIl'
trom St. John's, Newfoundland.
30 Oct. 1791.
SII',
The great desire your Excellency has discovered to
ubtain information on the subject of the Trade and
Fishery of this Island and the obliging manner in which
you .have honoured us with assurance of making known
(0 H.M.'s Ministers these hardships and grievances we
~abour under, claim our grateful acknowledgments.
We do not presume to enter into a long detail of
matter to show in what manner we have been brought
Into our present situation--suffice it to say that the
L'Onfidence of Government in our opinion, has been
t-~alpably abused, and this Trade materially injured by
the representations made thereon, by which we have
been for the last 3 years left without Courts of Justice
or any means to recover our property for 10 months
1/1 the year.
It matters not what new modes are introduced into
-this 1sland provided justice is permanent, our usage
In the fishery confirmed to us and our expenses not
i(lcreased:-still we are bold to assert that these forms
have been attended with disappointment and in the
Professional Handling
of )'OUf rnovinl{ probh,'ffi iB e6~ential
10 enBure snfe, (Iui~k deliveQ·.
OUR EXPERIENCED MEN
Will l:wk, I"ad and deli"er your belonging"l where
),.,u "'ant tbtm, "'ben ~'O\l \'~I t cb.om.
f", al or I,nUI-: n:~Cl\n
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present state we are in, more than one half of our
Island is nearly if not quite the whole season without
any effective justice whatever, and this we Trust is
so freely understood and so easily proven as to need
little or no further comment. In this situation it is
impossible for US to rest satisfied. We trust our pro-
perty to individuals in the remotest part of the Island,
and if we see cause to levy attachments, blue writs are
left in the absence of the Gentleman presiding at the
Court of Civil Jurisdiction for that purpose, but no
issue whatever can take place till his return to this
country in the month of September; of course the sea-
son is lost, the property sinks in value, and our returns
are so precarious that we find it di.tll.cult to determine
what the consequence of this evil may be which we have
patiently submitted to for 3 years.
It is well known that we are represented to Govern·
ment as oppressive to our servants, this we deny and
trust our innocence may be easily proved. This charge
was the means of bringing forward in the last Session
of Parliament a Bill to regulate the Trade of this
Island, some parts of which, particularly the 11th and
15th Clauses, were calculated to put into the Receiver
of Passage Money at least £. 1000 pIa., and this in every
few years must have terminated in the ruin of nearly
all the present Adventurers, but fortunately it was
put by to be discussed thereafter. In short under the
idea of relieving the servants employed in the Fishery
from supposed injuries, the merchants were to be
oppressed without bounds: in consequence of which
few or no servants would have been employed, and of
course the national object of a nursery of seamen
neglected, and in time become of little or no importance.
The Trade of this country is equal to its own preser·
vatioR, when liberally protected by Government, but
the present plan we are fully of opinion is not compet·
ent to it. The substance is lost in pursuit of a shadow.
The law, as it now stands, obliges us to pay our ser-
vants half of their wages in Bills of Exchange, which
we are not equal to. We pay higher wages than any
other of H,M.'s subjects in any trade whatsoever, and
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;
(Original signatures are hard to decipher, but nearl.)\
all the above occur in the St. John's Telephone DireetoTY,
of today).
This document is in the War Office papers presum~
ably because Henry Dundas 1794-1801, though officially
only Secretary of State for War, was in practice con~
cerned with an ever-increasing amount of colonial busi~
:less, chiefly in connection with military operations over·
seas.
His successors were commonly spoken of as Colonial
Secretary e.g. Huskisson in 1827 and Gladstone in 1845. !
i
To W. Henley.
Signed by W. J. Eppes
and Rd. Reed
Hugh Rowerson
M. Glashan RobertioD
The procuration of
Stevenson & Co.
John Bell
Richd Geaves
By procuration of
John Noble
Wm. Payne
II. St. Pierre-Miquelon and Guernsey
WjO.1.l5
Dundas to Sir R. King.
Whitehall, 11 July 1793.
(St. Pierre & Miquelon having surrendered, secure
these for H.M. & dislodge French from such parts oJ
Newfoundland as they may reside in or resort to under
treaties).
Major Thorne reports in detail to Dundas:-
Full allowance for inhabitants of St. P. and M. undej
consideration. Have permitted them to take a numbel'
of 'flats', free of any expence. The fiats are a par~
ticular kind of boat, peculiarly used for the fishery by
the residents of St. P. and M., and unknown in New~
!'oundland. "I understand from the merchants here that
the fish is far superior in quality to any caught in our
own stations"-Therefore, French fish houses are offered
we always submitted to it because our supplies to them
in some measure reduced it to the level of other situa-
tions; deprived of this advantage a large part of our
profits are taken from us, which we are unequal to
bear. On the whole we are prevented from extending
our Trade under the present and expected regulations,
all which we hope you will have the goodness to impress
H.M.'s Ministers with, and to represent that we want
J.P.'s acquainted with the Fishery, men of integrity and
such as shall give bond for the faithful discharge of
their duty to the King and the People. The Sheriff for
the time being to be qualified and appointed agreeably to
the Law and Usage of England or the Plantations and be
under security to do what we have lately seen denied:
in consequence of an opinion which your Excellency has
received from H.M.'s Chief Justice for this Island, stat-
ing our request as illegal and could not be demanded
in Newfoundland, by which we are subject to losses and
disappointments in many matters, which no other of
H.M.'s Dominions we apprehend are liable to. We want
an appeal from the Justices and surrogates in case
of need, which appeal may be to the seat of Justice
at St. John's, to order the case on trial to be revised on
the spot, or have a new trial at St. John's as may be
prayed for. We want permanent Justice at all seasons
of the year, winter and summer, whether the Govern-
ment is absent or present, subject to such appeal. But if
Government think the appointment of a C.J. necessary
and that it will add to the despatch and respectability of
Justice, we beg to be understood as objecting to no
particular mode or form; aU we ask is, as resident mer-
chants whose properties are invested in every branch of
the Trade and Fishery, carried on to and from this coun-
try. We are sensible that Government by all its Laws and
Regulations intended to secure to us the Trade and Sup-
plying of their Fishery and see with concern that those
intentions are frustrated by the introduction of certain
articles of the growth of the U.S. of America in the fol-
lowing manner-
The inhabitants of the Province of Nova Scotia and
New Brunswick, etc., send vessels to the U.S., where
they load with the produce of that country, which they
"eturn with to their own ports and obtain clearances
for Newfoundland, that entitle them to the privileges
of trade here, taking care that tne property (which we
have reason to believe is not always British) is so cov-
ered that the Revenue Officers here cannot take cogniz-
ance of it. altho' it manifestly defeats the intention of
Government in rendering the Licences useful, securing
to us the advantage of being the carriers of our own
supplies which we are shut out from by a description
of men not at all connected, engaged, or in any way
supporters of this Fishery and by which our imports
have been reduced to prices below the first cost, while
these men from their situation are enabled to make a
profit to our manifest disadvantage. Another conse-
quence equally prejudicial to our commerce arises from
returns of the Nova Scotia Fishery being brought hither
from hence to their ports are subject and liable to heavy
extra tax, whilst every article of W. India supplies sent
from hence to their ports are subject and liable to
heavy provincial duties, by which we are not on a
footing with them.
We pray that no bread, Oour or Indian corn, the
growth of the U.S. may be during war imported into
this Island but on British bottoms furnished with Lic-
ences, which, if thought necessary, may comprise live.
stock sent here from G.B. or Ireland, and that no W.
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THE ENCOURGEMENT OF ARTS
AND LETTERS, ETC.
The Committee recently appointed. by the Government to administer the
Arts and Leiters Competition wishes to bring to the attention of interested
parties the following regulations and awards for 1954-1955:
(a) For the best historical account of hitherto neglected. periods of our
Island histOry.
Length 5.000 - 8,000 words.
Award $300 - Second choice $100.
(b) For the best original poem.
Award $100 - Second Choice $50.
(c) For the best short story-5.000 words (approximately).
Award $100 - Second Choice $50.
(d) For the best portrait painting.
Minimum size 12 x 20 1nohes.
Award $100 - Second choice $50.
(e) For the best landscape.
Minimum size 12 x 20 Inches.
Award $100 - Second choice $50.
(1) For the best Newfoundland ballad or "Come-All-Ye"
Award $100 - Second choice $50.
(g) For the best literary script of a dramatic type written for radio
presentation.
Time of presentation 15 to 20 minutes.
Award $100 - Second cholce $50.
All work must be submlltecl or or before February IS. 1955 to the
Secretary of the Committef! on Arts and Letters, Department of £ducalion, and
shall be oriqinal and hitherto unpublIshed.
All scripts must be In typewritten form. The name and address of the
contributor must be clearly indicated. in the upper right hand comer of the first
page.
Paintings must be framecl in plain wooden frames and the name and ad-
dress of the artist must be clearly indicated. Arrangements for judging th6
various entries will be mode by the Committee.
The Committee reserves the right not to exhibit publicly any paintings con-
sidered by the judge not to be of exhibition standard. Because of lack of space,
priority will be given to the best paintings submitted.. Not more than (4) p:Iinl-
ings (two (2) landscapes and two (2) portraits) should be submitted by anyone
artisl.
No awards will be made where the entries submitted do nol in the opinion
of the appointed Judges merit recognition.
To ensure return of scripts, stamped. and address return envelopes must be
enclosed.
The successful entries in all literary contests may be held by the Govern-
ment for publlcollon or otherwise.
In any or all classes the Committee may, on the recommendation of the
judges, award a special prize for work of outstanding merit.
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free to incoming British merchants. Policy is to expel
the French colonists, except winter caretakers. The
French, unlike British, made friends with Micmac In·
dian!. The Newfoundland Indians fight the Eskimos
and Labrador Indians.
St. Pierre Key to Canada'. All vessels bound for
Canada (sc on the S. route) make it. He moots a cross
country road from Bay d'Espoir to Portugal Cove in
Conception Bay.
(The interior of Newfoundland was then untraversed.
It wa! not till 1822 that W. E. Cormack made his famous
journey from Random I., Trinity Bay, to 51. George's
Bay on the West Coast).
Dundas orders Lt·Govr of Cape Breton to supply
St. P. with coals.
A 2nd long report from Thorne follows, based on
questions and answers: of which one runs-French fish·
Ing ships of 100·300 tons come mostly from Granville and
St. Malo. They fish for cod and also (for salmon, etc.)
in numerous rivers in Newfoundland.
1794. King hands over to Sir Jas. Wallace.
None of 51. P. inhabitants accept terms of emigra·
tion to Nova Scotia, therefore not one to board the
waiting ships. Major Thorne from St. Pierre, 6 July
1794.
"The brig Providenee, owners Noble Pinsent & Sons
of Dartmouth, which arrived here 17 June from Cadiz
cn her voyage (with salt) for Temple Bay, Labrador,
put in for water.
Brig not allowed to have a French crew, lest they
seize the vessel and take it to France-which happened
on a previous occasion, when French and Irish were to·
gether-but in their case the brig was recaptured by
H.M.S. BostOD."
Some emigrants go to NIS, as arranged by Covr
Wentworth e.g. 100 on July 5. July 26--Complete
evacuation ordered.
Emigrants reach Halifax. Aug. 14, 1794, 236 evacuat·
ed, 178 remaining. By an error, some 'violent democrats'
sent back to St. Pierre instead of to France.
Thorne writes to Dundas frequently and at great
length via 51. John's and Poole. Newfoundland mer·
chants are shy of supplying French fishery, as they
do not know how long British will stay there.
This is one half of the story. The second half belongs
to Guernsey, to which an uncertain number of the
evacuees were taken.
8r~k Papers Priaul.x Library press cuttings, so call·
ed because the opening articles refer to the Brock
family-pasted into an old account book in which ODe
can detect numer.Jus transactions with S. Dobree &
Sons, the London bankers of Gursnsey origin.
Item 9s--Guernse)' Star of 13 March 1869, arucle by
F. B. Tupper, the Guernsey historian, "Of the 9 vessels
with prisoners mentioned by Sir John Wentworth, it IS
.,trange that Mr. E. Dobree (an extract from whose very
Diary was published in the Star of 5 Jan. last) onl,.
~peaks of the arrival of one-the Lue,., and this silo
(·nce regarding the others cannot now be satisfactorily
fxplained. That most 01 these reached this island therf'
can be no reason to doub!."
Tupper then quotes:
Halifax, N/S, 22 June 1794.
Sir John Wentworth to-Dobree by Agents for prisoners
in Guernsey:
'I have hired the ship Lucy for that purpose.'
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'The ship Lord Rochester will sail on the 24th with
nearly the remainder of the prisoners in her garrison.'
July 1796. Wentworth to Duke of Portland (Sec. of
State for Home and Colonial Mairs 1794-1801).
•... The French inhabitants from Miquelon alarm-
ed by continual renunciations and fearin, the cruelest
punishments should they hereafter fall into the hands
of their countrymen, have requested to return to France
in a Cartel ship expected here in the course of next
month to carry naval prisoners which 1 have consented
to, as their use can no loncer be relied upon, and their
passage is to be provided by the French consul at
Philadelphia.'
Wentworth regrets their going, as they were useful
in the fisheries and in the work of fitting' out me:rcbant
vessels.
This is the main part of the story, but we are not
told what portion of the population were taken as
prisoners to Guernsey and what portion found their
way elsewhere-to the U.S. or France or elsewhere
(if they did not remain behind as 'care-takers'). There
is, however, a glimpse of another group in 1797.
F. E. BEST & CO.
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•
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Ambrose Crofton, R.N., on the Pluto made a cruise of
inspection in Newfoundland waters in 1797, his report
being dated from Portsmouth 10 Jan. 1798 (Public Re-
cord Office C.O. 194-40).
Visiting the Magdalen Islands Sept. 1797, he found
"That they were inhabited by 49 families constant
lcsidents, 20 (families) of whom had arrived from the
Islands of St. Pierre-Miquelon since the war without
nny permission, and are perfectly French subjects;
they appeared to be comfortably situated, having good
houses, gardens and cultivated ground sufficient to
support stock for each family..
From the disposition of its inhabitants it's most prob-
able those that came from SL Pierre and Miquelon mean
to return when the war terminates; hitherto they have
been very orderly, haVing brought with them a Monsr.
Allen, the Roman Catholic Clergyman, who had been
in that situation many years at Miquelon."
At the conclusion of the war St. Pierre and Miquelon
were returned to the French, who are there to this
day. It would not, of course, be impossible, with the
necessary research into French archives, to trace the
story of repatriation and reconstruction; and on the
evidence one might draw an instructive comparison
between the fate of St. Pierre-Miquelon in the Napol-
eonic wars and that of the Channel Islands in World
War n.
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greatest service in life is to the community. So far as I
can judge, the English schools come nearest to the realiz-
ation of this ideal.-Albert Einstein.
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FOOTNOTE TO HISTORY
By GEORGE JEFFERS,
Professor of Biology, Longwood College, Virginia.
IN the summer of 1912 I was fishing at Triangle,Labrador. The date was August 27. Even if I
had not recorded it in the decrepid little black note·
book that has somehow stayed with me through the
years I should have remembered it because the next
day was my fifteenth birthday, and both items were
jotted down before I tumbled into my bunk that night.
The trapping season was over and work was slack. My
father who was always good at rationalization, sug-
gested that he and I take the day off to visit a friend
of his, Mr. Alex CampbeU, who lived at Square Island.
The rest of the crew, said father, could easily handle
what work there was to be done. Being the youngest,
t could be spared. Of course, he was fooling nobody;
we all knew that I was the youngest who could operate
the newly-equipped motor-boat-a feat that my father
never got around to mastering.
Naturall)' I was delighted at the prospect. Not only
was I getting out of work, but here was an opportunity
to see what real Labrador folks lived like.
Mr. Campbell met us at the stagehead as if he had
heen expecting us, and I sometimes wonder if the
whole thing had not been prearranged after all. I
was introduced to a tall, spare man of noble bearing
who received me as an equal. He was not at all the
sort of man I had expected to meet. What instantly
struck me-a boy still struggling with the rules of
grammar-was his unexpected command of the English
language. There was not a clipped participle nor a
false syntax to be heard, and to my unaccustomed ear,
Mr. Campbell could have just arrived from Oxford or
Cambridge. And yet, he had never been away from
Labrador ex~pt for a single winter spent in New·
foundland, a winter, by the way, that the family did
not enjoy as much as those spent "back home."
Graciously were we received and graciously con-
ducted to the small cottage home which was both
modest and unpretentious. Inside, the house was im-
maculate, with pictures on the walls, books on the
shelves, and magazines lying casually about-for the
Kyle (or was it the Virginia Lake) had only just gone
"down." The inside of that house was as big a sur·
prise as was Mr. Campbell.
Mrs. Campbell, on the other hand, was exactly as
I had pictured her. She was Eskimo-squat and dark-
complexioned. But she was as neat as a pin and,
characteristically, was making sealskin boots. She
greeted us cordially enough, even if a bit reserved
nnd, after the preliminaries, she reverted to her sew·
ing. As a result the conversation soon gravitated to a
dialogue between the two men. Mrs. Campbell and I
were not excluded from the discourse, you understand,
yet neither of us desired to be included. She seemed to
get joy out of her work and I watched entranced as
what looked like work was transformed into art be-
fore my eyes. Never was I more at peace with the
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world than to just sit and observe her deft fingers
while at the same time keeping one ear cocked to the
grown-up conversation.
Soon, however, Mrs. Campbell's behaviour began
to puzzle me. Furtively, she kept winking at me while
pointing with her needled finger in my father's dir·
ection. I could not make her out at all. Surely,
thought I, she has some innocent joke on the men that
she wished to convey to me, or-more serious-was
she showing her displeasure at my staring so avidly?
My father finally put the question that I had been
too reticent to ask. "What," he inquired, "do you
have growing in yonder pot?" Like a talisman the
question seemed to break a spell. Instantly, Mrs.
Campbell came to life as it were. Addressing me,
she literally blurted out: "You poor boy, you must
have thought me half-crazy, gesturing like that when-
ever your father's head was turned. But I had a rea-
son; I wanted you to be able to say when you grew
up that you had seen the first oranges ever grown on
Labrador-before your father."
Oranges grown on Labrador! The very idea was
fantastic, and yet the evidence confronted our eyes.
There were two of them, each a bit smaller than a
golf ball. We were told that there had been three
originally, but that the family in solemn conclave had
shared the third (or was it the first?) between them.
Not only that, but we were to learn that this re-
markable family had other exotic plants growing in
their humble Labrador home, plants that I never knew
existed. On the way back that evening I reflected that I
never had the ubiquitous seed catalogue been put to·
better use-than to serve as an avenue for introducing
«rresting beauty into an otherwise drab environment.
NOTE:-The above article is dedicated by the author
to Mr. Wilfred Murphy of Elliston, Trinity Bay, who
for 25 years as a teacher has not had a failure in Public
School Examinations. "I do not know Mr. Murphy,"
says the author, "but a man like that should receive
some recognition." The Quarterly joins with Prof. Jef-
fers in paying tribute to Mr. Murphy's fine achieve~
ment.
CAPTURE AT SEA -An Episode of 1778-79
Extract from the Moravian Mission Records in the Labrador.
By C. R. FAY, M.A., D.Sc.
MR~i:~S~~t:~c~ ~~o;:~t;;hnJ;:;sFDa:::~;orPi799~~~:
lating to his capture by a French Privateer and im-
prisonment in France, until liberated by Cartel. This,
of course, was the Napoleonic war. A similar inci-
dent had occurred to the ship of the Moravian Mission
in the previous great war of 1776-1783 when France was
America's ally; and a full account of it is given in a
letter from Fulneck, England, of June 10, 1779, to the
Brethren at Nain and Okak (original in Nain Ar-
chives). The writer is B. Latrobe, the London Secre-
,,,,,,.
He opens by saying that he had received a letter from
Bristol with a Bristol newspaper, in which was a par-
ticular account that an American Privateer had been
on the Coast of Labrador, had been at Cartwright's,
Coghlin's and Noble's fisheries, had taken the vessels
which were there, seized their oil, fish, skins, loaded the
ships and sent them to America, and what was worse
took all their provisions and obliged the fishermen, for
fear of starving, to enter on board of them. After a
very particular account of their whole proceeding it was
said that the privateer proceeded to Sandwich Bay
to the Moravian settlement, there seized a sloop loaded
with furs and blubber valued at £1200 and also took
their provisions. The letter then continues:
"I went to Mr. Knox to enquire into the truth of it.
He had a letter from Mr. Coghlin giving an account of
all the above depredations but nothing was said of the
Moravians. He waited upon Mr. Montagu, who was just
back from the Government of Newfoundland. He and
his Secretary confirmed all the accounts of the fisheries,
but they knew nothing of our settlements, nor of the
course the privateer took when she left Sandwich Bay.
We could not learn whence the account came, but as
every other circumstance was confirmed and we had
no news of'the Good Intent (the 3rd mission ship-1770
Jersey Packet, 1774 Amity, 1777 Good Intent) we were
really distracted and I assure you that neither the Com·
pany nor we Celt concerned about the sloop or her
loading but we were greatly concerned, if the account
should prove true, about your subsistence. This pain-
ful uncertainty continued some weeks, but at length
we got a letter from Capt. Mugford (after whom Cape:
Mugford is named), by which we saw that the re~J't
and account about our settlement was put into the
paper by some unfriendly hand or by one who added tD
a number of facts, a supposition as a fact. Our thank-
fulness upon this information was truly great, and ow'
Lord received more praises on account of your safet)'
than would otherwise have been the case. Now wei
were easy.
After this account of the safety of Nain and Okak
from the Privateer, we were long without any account.
of the Good Intent. We at length thought that she was
either taken or lost, and tho' we were concerned about·
it, yet the loss of the ship, if the captain and crew
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were saved, would not have been a great trouble to us,
since we knew you were safe. At length we received a
letter from the Captain dated in Dunkirk, with an ac·
rount that the ship was taken, and he and the mate
Mackenzie and another sailor were put on board the
privateer with all the papers and brought in there. We
had been more glad to have had a letter from him from
an English harbour, but we felt nothing like what we
felt at the account of the privateer's having been at
Nain and plundering you of your provisions. The Good
Intent was retaken by two privateers and brought into
Flushing in Holland and at length came safe to Dover.
An agreement was made with the owners of the pri-
vateers which retook her, and she came again to Lon-
don and now sails to you again.
But we were much concerned about our dear Capt,
Mugford the mate, etc. Br. Hutton wrote to a friend of
his, a Minister of State in Paris, and he gave him hopes
that the prisoners would be released. But as no cartel
was settled nor is settled and as some unkindnesses
subsisted in point ot the exchange or prisoners, it was
delayed longer than we at first expected, In the mean·
time Mr, Howard an English gentleman, out of regard
for the Brelhern, gave a bond for the Capt. and
mate (so) that they were discharged from prison
and allowed to be on their parole. Tho' the English and
French Ministries were intent upon the release of our
CapL and Mate etc., yetascertain obstacles arose, as
Br. Hutton was going on a visit to Geneva, he took
Paris on his route and staid theN! till they were dis-
charged and sent to England-our Ministry giving "
French men of equal rank in their room. Thus we had
reason to thank our Lord."
COMMERCIAL
REFRIGERATION
Best of aU (the letter continues) was this:-
"Your Journals, Letters and all the Papers were sent
from Dunkirk to Paris;-and returned to our amaze-
ment without a seal being broken. And this was done
by the French Ministry on account of the good work we
are en,aged in among the Esquamaux . . . The loss
that the owners sustain by their last voyage, which will
be considerable has hardly been mentioned . . . Our
saviour has caused Sr. Hutton's endeavours at Paris
to suc::eeed. for the French Ministry has given him a
protection against French privateers and ships of war
in his going out at least; and Dr. Franklin has given
him one against the Americans. Mr. Knox is pleased.
In aU the foregoing he sees 'God'. doing'
Signed B. LATOBE."
THE PROFESSOR'S NOTEBOOK
MA~:so~~~:r~: ~~:;:'h~a~~e~~: :::e~n~:V n~~:=
ing about him and yet he was one of the most colorlul
and remarkable characters that ever struck our shores.
He built the Octagon Castle on the Topsail Road in
1896 and conduded a hostlery there. His notebook and
the tale of his ettentricities would make a most in·
terestin, story, He made his own comn years before
he died and kept it on the premises at the Octagon
Castle. It was a work of art and many visitors went
there to see the Professor's silk-lined coffin and hIS
quUt of 9,000 pieces. His funeral to SL John's in May
1902, was a spectacular event which those who wit-
nessed never forgot. The Professor was a caustic wit
and here are a few extracts from his notebook:
"Where did you gel all that money, Sam?"
"Borowed it....
"Why, who loaned you that big roll of bills?"
"Don't know who he was."
"You don't mean to say a stranger loaned. it to you?"
''Yes, but I had to knock him down four times before
he would let me have it!"
LIMITED
Agency Dept.
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Cabby (When he carted me home from the St. an-
drew's dinner) "Here you are sir, this Is the Hoctagon,
get out, be careful, here's the step, sir."
Me: "That's aw right, I feel the step, but where's my
reet?"
Dow 1\1)' LUe Has Bee.n Spent
I have spent one year of my life in dressing and
undressing; thirteen months in washing my face and
hands; I have consumed three years in eating; I have
passed twenty years in bed, but have not slept all that
time; seven months haVing been spent in the barber's
chair; I have written five years and have wasted two
and a half at play and telling funny stories; I have
loafed. about five months in my lifetime and have lost
five months waiting for the waiters; I have walked for
Exercise two years and have been sick four months of
my life. I have cried three months more since I
settled in Newfoundland than ever berore because of
the heal'taches given me by the people; I have worked
"I once dropped into a Negro church where a revival
was in progress, the parson, in his exhortation, bawled
out, 'Oh, Lord, come down and curtail the devil,'
whereupon an excited sisler jumped three feet in the
air and screamed: 'Yes, Lord, come down wid your
big flaming sword and cut his tail smack smoove off'."
....
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~i~~~t~~i/I~:;sal~~~r:~ggh~:~~t::~y~~~ ~e~a=dS;~~: THE CRY
words. Now, figure it all up and see how old I am. By Lenore A. Pratt
In spite of his eccentricities and caustic remarks, the
Professor surprisingly notes:
"Private picnics and family parties for outings or
berry picking that come by train or carriages will al-
ways have the free use of the Octagon grounds together
with any accommodations or courtesies the Professor
can offer and in the case of wet weather they can have
the free shelter of the Octagon."
~ Wishing Our Readers~
and
Our Advertisers
In the last hour of a starless night
When darkness muffles the mill's deep throbbing
And a pale wisp of acrid smoke drifts from the
cnlmney,
When the age old pound and rush of the falls is louder
Than wheel or turbine; when the strident gulls are silent
On L"Jeir prow of rock in the foaming channel,
A cry, the harsh and haunting laughter of a loon,
Shatters the lull before the dawn.
Why does she cry! Upon what ancient skyward route
Does instinct lead her to app~oach this sh~re! . ;
Here may have nested, eons smce, her solitary king, .
The marsh a feeding place, the swirling tributaries
Of the great Exploits and all its liIied ponds,
Haven and sanctuary.
Is she affrighted by the straddling, tall conveyar
The rumble of machines, the bulking mill
Sprawled along the river bank?
An avian memory still may guide
Her lonely journeying from lake to shadowed lake,
Dim memory of centuries when lordly pines
Tossed their proud manes above the seething falls,
When the forebay was a wilderness of rushes,
And nestlings clustered under warm breast feathers
In a tranquil inlet, where today the stacker pyramids
Barked and glistening logs like sticks of barley sugar.
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WHO OWNS LABRADOR?
(Continued from Page 3)
one foresaw the fabulous wealth and development
that has taken place and is certain to expand in the
(Iext few decades. However, the boundary, as close
as possible to that set out by the Privy Council has
been shown on all Federal maps as well as those of
Newfoundland, but the Province of Quebec has print-
ed its own maps of the area and on those is shown
what that province claims to be within its boundar-
tes.
This whole question of the Labrador boundary ,goes
back to the vear 1762 when Canada became a British
possession. .
When Newfoundland entered Confederation its
Labrador boundaries, whether specifically mentioned
9r not, were accepted by Canada and our Premier is
m a strong position if he maintains that the boundary
as outlined in the Privy Council decision and as
.~hown in the Fcdpral and Newfoundland maps, should
Colonial Cordage Co.,Ltd.
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be strictly adhered to. No part of this territory should
be surrendered to Quebec without adequate com-
pensation for its known or potential economic value.
The Privy Council decision of 1927 left a portion oE
~d ~~~~-~~st:~ctbou;'~~~n o~?' i~ag~~~_~:s~~
boundary is susceptible to many miles variation east
or west as the latter description reads: "All that por-
~~~itOio r:~~:dd;a!::;du~h~orthn::d~~u% f::~~:
Sablan on the said coast to the 52nd de,!?;ree of North
latitude, etc. The question posed here, for instance,
is, at what exact point is the "entrance to Hudson's
~:~:~~ oEAa l~~~iI~~ ~:t ~ra~e7:,lIw~huld a~dto~ t~r~
aW~fi .ili~:Yo;~u~in~il:~ aJ;~lgd~1~tu]~u~ta:~iving
at a boundary line that will be acceptable to both
parties and irresponsible discussion of the matter wiII
only make more difficult the problem that faces the
leaders of the two ~ovemmellts. Our Premier's
recognized ability for handlin,!?; difficult situations
will be put to the test in resolving this difficult matter.
onWiliea~a~~~~;~u~~a~uilis~ui~I~£;:~dlb;°ri~~
Leo Jackman, son of Hon. E. M. Jackman, who was
Minister of Finance and Customs in 1903, and who
through his insistence that a lumber mill operating
in Hamilton Inlet should pay taxes, precipitated tlle
whole boundary question into the spotlight and re-
.!Iulted in the appeal to the Privy Council. These notes
are made from the diary of the late Hon. Mr. Jack-
man, now in the possession of the author.
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GLEANING CHEER
By BerUBe Tobin
It is the time of year, when flowers fading,
We look for beauty in a snow fluffed railing,
Or note with rare delight the velvet moss
That lavishly a tree trunk doth emboss-
The time when towards the north the sun's returning
Sets us for balmy spring's advent a-yearning,
Though well, indeed, experience has told
Our springs are cast in somewhat wintry mold.
Some atavistic instinct in us stresses
That spring should be a gracious time to bless us,
So every year we see with great relief
February stricken from the timing sheaf.
Through March Bnd April ment'lly then we're fleeting
To May that will in beauty us be greeting,
But oft we find our May in disarray
Retarded by the winter's ling'ring stay.
Just now, however, any straw can cheer us-
We'll cling to any such that may be near us,
A bird's rare flitting, or a buzzing fly
Can send our spirits soaring straight on high;
And so we eldract cheer, though bleak the season,
Nor have we far to go to seek the reason-
What urges on our quest is really this,
Those souls of ours are made for highest bliss.
WHEN NFLD.HELPEDTOSAVECANADA
(Continued from Page 9)
It was restrictions on trade that gave the Governor
and his Council their real trouble. John Clarke, Chief
Factor in the Hudson's Bay Company, served notice on
Governor Bulger that there was to be no trade with
the Indians. The issues raised were fundamental! Was
this a Colony with a Governor and Government, the
source of law and regulations, controlling the people?
Bulger replied curtly to Clarke, simply sending him
his Commission from the Company and asking him
whether he acknowledged the authority it conferred on
him as Governor of Assiniboia.
Arthur S. Morton in his "Life of Sir George Simpson"
says:-
"The self-important Clarke was unwilling to
recognize Captain Bulger, the newly appointed
Governor of the Colony, as having jurisdiction of
any kind over the Company and over him, not even
within the limits of Assinibora itself'.
The Governor or Red Hi,".,. travelJhllr by eanoe.
E. J. Din.me...,. afler an old Print..
And Clarke seems to have had the backing of power-'
ful Simpson himself. Morton in another of his works,
cites a Hudson's Bay Company letter to Simpson that
was a stern rebuke thus:-
"We are sorry to see you have taken a narrow
and erroneous view of the relative situation. Un-
der proper management the Colony will be of es-
sential use and assistance to the trade, but if mis-'
managed it will be a constant source of trouble and
vexation".
Bulger sent an express canoe to Montreal with an
appeal, to be forwarded to London. Clarke's action
was condemned as "tending to bring into contempt the
authority and privileges of the Company and to throw
the whole settlement into confusion".
And Morton in his Northwest History says:-"lt was
fortunate for the economic freedom of the settlement
that Bulger was an irascible man and ... an officer in
the King's Army (this Royal Newfoundland Regiment
was of the King's regular Army) not accustomed to
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submit to nonsense, least of all from a common trader,
etc."
Marcel Giraud in "Le Metis Canadien" (their role in
the History of the Western Provinces) says:
"Le Chief Factor Clarke ... Usurpant l' authorite
du Gouverneur de la colonie A. Bulger".
(The Metis were French half-breeds, the off-
spring of Voyageurs).
The strife came to such a height that the Governor
In the fall of the year in sending his boat up the river
bad to man it with a party of De Meuron's Regiment
(earing to be fired upon in passing the Company's
rort (Canadian Merchants M'agadne, Aug., 1857).
And this same Magazine adds:
''The Captain and his settlers required Buffalo
meat to eat and the leather for clothing and shoes,
to obtain which they took to the plains to hunt.
... The Company's representatives interfered, for-
bidding them carrying on any traffic in Buffalo ."
The directors of the Company were persuaded to 01'-
t,ier the removal of restrictions on trade (John P.
fritchett, Red River 1811-1894), The vindication of the
tight of the settlers under Captain Bulger to trade with
the Indians for provisions, leather and horses was fol·
towed up by the establishment of a strong police force,
as instructions state, "for the protection of the settlers
and the stability of the colony." (Che5ter Martin,
Selkirk's Work In Canada")
The Governorship of Captain Bulger is notable in
that it saw the Council at last really functioning. The
important thing is that the Council met and did some~
thing to uphold law and order.
But the Governor and his six-man Council were not
in favour in all quarters. Martin in Proceedings of the
Mississippi Valley Historical Association, 1913-14, says:
"A meeting of Captain Bulger's Council, 'the
Grumbling Senators' forms the subject of an elab-
orate caricature by one of the Hudson's Bay men
... Bulger himself seems to have received some·
thing more than good-natured toleration."
The unbaised judgment of the old historians is our
best evidence of the state of affairs under Governor
Bulger. Alex Begg said over half a century ago:-
"The administration of affairs under Governor
Bulger was most satisfactory to the people. It was
Captain Bulger, who by punishing an Indian for
attempting murder, first showed to the natives that
they would not be allowed to break the laws with
impunity . and it was he who. obtained full
permission for the settlers to buy horses, leather
and provisions from the Indians ... a privilege the
Hudson's Bay ... officers attempted to deprive them
or'
The Governor was not narrow in his views. He
made no objectidns to having Alex MacDonell, who
was a failure as Governor, on his Council of six. He
too advocated putting religious leaders on his Council.
Some thought him biased; but it is worth noting that
after he passed off the scene the Bishops in the area
became members of the Governing Council.
The evidence from all sources indicate that the Gov-
ernor was the same capable officer who, when only
twenty-five years of age, took the command of, and de-
fended Fort MacKay in 1814. Oliver says: "A study
of the Bulger correspondence creates the impression
that he was prompt and efficient ... Bulger won the
esteem of his ... advisors". Martin says:-"Bulger in-
troduced much system and regularity into the settle~
ment." Dr. George Bryce in "Selkirk's Settlers" thought
the Governor was too strict militarily, but adds:-"A
man ot good conscience and high ideals".
Alex Ross and Morton sum it up:-
Morton says ... "Altogether Andrew Bulger
was the greatest Governor the Red River was to
see. He entered a chaotic society, and succeeded,
to a very considerable degree, in giving law and
order to it. He made good the claims of the law
and the authority of the Governor against an over
zealous servant of the great Company itself. In so
doing he gave the colony the first breath of a life
of its own and it is to the credit of the company
that they upheld him against their own officers. The
judgment of Clarke's successor at Fort Garry may
be taken as a sane estimate of Governor Bulger: 'I
mark him down as the most intelligent. . inde·
fatigable man in the discharge of his duty here' ".
And Ross in "The Red River Settlement" (London
1856) says:-
"Governor Bulger was a staunch friend of peace
and order, and certainly had the interests of the
colony at heart. He was a just and upright man,
strict and impartial. From the misrule of the
times he met strong opposition; but being a man
of judgment and decision the Colony for the first
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time began to exhibit the character of system
and regularity under his rule. During his time the
general survey of the colony was completed."
The best summary on the development of the terri-
tory is that of Oliver:
"From the time of Bulger and Pelly two distinct
tendencies can be detected. The Council began to
assume administrative and legislative functions.
The landmarks in the growth of provincial institu-
tions are the commg of the Selkirk Colonists, the
development of the Council of Assiniboia, the
passmg of the Hudson's Bay Company as a Gov-
ernment body, the Manitoba Act, etc, etc."
I hear the tread of pioneers
Of Empires yet to be;
The first low wash where yet
Shall roll a human sea.
(My sincere thanks are long overdue to Hon. Frank
Pike and many others who have written me on these
researches in this Newfoundland history neyer before
brought to light).
(To be continued)
A SUMMER VACATION
ON THE AVALON PENINSULA
B)' EDWARD S\IlTH
I T w<'s II. be~utifUI day; the golden sun rose over theeastern hills and smded down as If to say "Good
morning"; the birds sang a salute to the August day-
a very special day in the lives of the Smith family,
namely, Mother, Dad, Patsy, my sister, and myself_
of course there was our dog ··Lady." It was special
because we were starting off on our camping trip, a
trip that promised to be interesting, exciting and full
of fun.
After a hearty breakfast. the whole family organized
into a union to try and pack the car. It was decided that
Mom and Patsy would pack up in the kitchen; I had to
transfer the packages to the car and Dad had the job
of packing it in the best way he knew how. "Lady"
hopped, skipped and jumped and suet:eeded in making
a nuisance of herself.
After an hour or more of noise, jostling and packing,
we had the car finally loaded. There were bedclothes,
chairs, a table, one gas stove, pillows, pots and pans
on top. and everything from a darning needle to a mat-
tres,.; in the trunk. Finally. we were off. The sun
shone his warm rays on the car and we sailed over the
road with exultant hearts and eager spirits.
We stopped at an old mill stream for dinner; the little
brook babbled beneath an ancient water-wheel under
which we sat to have our meal. We washed dishes--
that is, Mom and Dad did, and soon were on our way
again.
Toward evening we had travelled about thirty-five or
forty miles and beean looking for a place to pitch our
tent. We finally decided on a spot on the New Harbour
Barrens and we soon had our camp set up. I tried
my luck fishin. in the nearby river, but the trout seem-
ed to have a peace treaty made with the worms, for J
didn't get a nibble. Meanwhile, supper had been pre-
pared and after satisfyine ourselves in that field, we
all went trouting-in vain.
The night passed well enough snd when dawn began
to break, we all went to sleep. It was impossible to
sleep in the night becsuse foxes were howling, loons
were screaming and it seemed every creature in God's
great world set up an orchestra. When morning came,
they presumably went to sleep-allowing us the same
privilege. Dawn broke cloudy and threatening, and
after a somewhat hasty breakfast, we broke camp and
proceeded on our way. We stopped in my uncle's old
mill just outside Goobies for dinner and then visited
Mom's uncle and grandfather who Jive in Goobies. My
great-uncle, Mr. Hubert Green, was the .first man to
build a house in Goobies, and great-grandfather is 94
years old. After having some repairs made on the car
we left for Hillview.
Hillview is the home of Mom's ancestors and there
were many people who could remember her mother
We had supper at Rev. Mr. Beecham's, the minister at
Hillview, and then went to Clarenville, and hired some
cabins owned by Mr. Bert Strong. They are situated
between Goobies and Swift Current. It is a beautiful
spot with trees all around and a peaceful river flowing
nearby. An old mill stands on its banks while behind
majestic trees rise over the ancient water wheel.
On our way back from Clarenville we watched the
men with machines excavating the site of the buildings
where the new cable will land. The cable will go under-
ground all the way to Terrenceville.
We unloaded the car at the cabins and spent an en-
joyable night, much in contrast with the night before
The next day we went to Hillview (we went to Hill-
view every day) and stayed for supper after attending
the Ladies' Aid Garden Party. We had a fine time
It was late when we retired that night and later when
we got up (I I a.m.). Alter lunch Dad and J went
trouting in a small pond and much to our surprise wE'
"
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watched him for a while and then, having no pontoon,
we went back to the cabin. The next day we spent
at Swift Current and the next night we spent at Hill-
view.
On the following morning we left for a trip around
to Harcourt and then to Catalina. We picked up a
cau..,;;jn llnd very dd friend of Dad's, Mr. Nicholas Pelly
and his daughter Patsy and then started the long trip to
Catalina over a narrow, bumpy and hilly road and very
bad to driv{' over. "Humph," said Dad, "the Cabot
Highwlly-Cabot himself would have made a better job
uf it!" and when we got there we all had headaches.
On OUI' way back to Harcourt, a red fox jumped out in
front of the car and had he not been so quick, Mom
might have had a new fur collar as a souvenir of Cata-
lina. It was 2 o'clock when we eat to Harcourt, dOl
I.ll'~. WI! stayed at Mr. Pelly's all night and in the mom-
109 we left for the cabins and home.
We paid a visit on our way to see the new ferry that
will traverse the Placentia Gut, the "Ambrose Shea."
This boat has no stem for her run is 50 short that she
does not turn around. She can take six cars on her
deck and has two 100 h.p. engines.
After dinner we packed up and left for home; we
were sorry to leave the little cabin on the hilL Tired
and happy, we waved good bye, all except "Lady," who
sat up in the car with a bored look, as if to say "what
3 lot of fuss over nothing!"
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caught three dozen trout and soon had them cooked
and ('aten.
We deserted the cabin for a while and stayed a night
at Hillview. When we got back we all went fishing
In the same pond with the result that Mom caught
more than any of us! Dad hasn't ,ot over that incident
rel After a supper which consisted mainly of fried
trout, we went for a walk up the road toward Swill
CUrTent. As we strolled along we caught sight of a
young fellow out in a pontoon from a seaplane. We
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To the Contributing Editor,
I am indebted for another fine copy of The Quarterly.
It is only one who has had to dig and dig for in·
formation can fully appreciate the time and energy you
have spent in compiling these splendid articles you
aTe contributing. You have definitely given us history
which we never knew of, or at all suspected its exis-
tence. There is probably more and if so I am sure
you will unearth it.
The following from a learned cleric in Canada:-
It is difficult to explain my feeling of loss over the
seeming demise ot the old Quarterly; I had been see-
ing it regularly as far back as I can remember.
It's reappearance in a new format was a real pleasure.
I have wondered whether anyone took you to task
over the preface to the poem ''The first Christmas Day
in England", in the Christmas issue (1953) ... because
the casual reader could suppose that you meant him to
infer that Christmas was not observed in Britain prior
to the arrival of St. Augustine's Mission in 597 A.D.,
and lead him to conclude that this was the origin of
British Christianity.
The Encyclopedia Brittanica (1914 Ed.) provides an
excellent and enlightening article on this point, though
the latest authorities are likely to be more corred be-
cause of the help which the evidence of recent dis-
coveries and research has given them in arriving at
their findings and deductions.
All authorities, however, agree that the coming of
Christianity to Britain is Wlcertain and obscure; the
old legends, one of which credits St. Paul with being
the Apostle of Britain, and another which states that
Joseph of Arimathaea came to Britain, bearing the
Holy Grail, and established the Church at Glastonbury,
are definite possibilities but neither is supported by
sufficient historical evidence as to make it at all ac-
ceptable; yet the fact remains that at some time around
180 A.D. Christianity had been planted in Britain and
bX 200 A.D. had become reasonably widespread
It's origins are still a matter of supposition and dis-
sention; some would insist that it came through Christ-
ians amongs the Roman soldiers then in occupation,
others incline more to the view that it arrived with the
traders and travellers from Gaul, and further afield,
wbo (as was usual) used the military roads and went
about their business under the protection of the le-
gions.
The discovery, on the sites of Roman towns, of
Christian churches bullt during the occupation of Brit-
ain, has led some to infer that Christianity was then
confined to the towns, in association with Roman cul-
ture, but this, in view of the Imperial attitude to-
wards Christians at that period, appears improbable;
and Christian ruins have not been fOWld on all Roman
sites, nor does the absence of Christian ruins else-
where imply anything beyond the fact that the Britons
built chiefly of mud and wattle, most impennanent
materials.
To the Contributing Editor,
Your articles continue to give me great pleasure.
Please continue to contribute to The Quarterly. It'.
good to see Newfoundlanders who have made good
abroad keeping up their interest in the old Island
....
"
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If the British (Celtic) Church had had its great sup-
port in the soldiers and townspeople. instead of being
strongest amongst the Britons themselves, she would
not have been poor and struggling, as is shown by the
(act that when, in 314 A.D., three of her Bishops and a
Deacon attended the Council of Aries their expenses
had to be paid from outside sources.
British (or Celtic) Christianity followed the Eastern
lJ"adition rather than that of the West, in the vicinity
of Rome; that its clear from its customs, forms of ser-
vice, dates of festivals, etc., but whether it came direct.
over the trade routes, or through Gaul, where Eastern
missionaries had established the Church at Lyons and
./\rtes, is a matter of speculation, though the latter
seems more probable.
Its growth and progress are obscure, but by the
4th centur)' it was recognised as an important auton-
omous part of the Holy Catholic Church, as witness the
request for its assent to the findings of the Council of
Nicaea. 325 A.D.
Alter the withdrawal of the Roman legions came
the invasions of the Angles, Saxons, Jutes and Danes-
all of them pagans-and the Britons (Celts), with their
Christianity, were gradually pushed back into the
maccessible wilds of the West and North, though it is
probable that many of them were captured and re-
tained as slaves, thus paving the way for the subsequent
work of Christian missionaries.
This period or persecution gave the Church that
resurgence of hfe and vigour which inevitably follows;
before very long she had missions workings amongst
these pagans, and Christianity was conquering these
conquerors long before they had become fused as the>
"English" people.
It seems that S1. Augustine knew nothing of this prior
to his arrival in 597 A.D., nor did he know of a mission
of the Gallican Church already established in the
South, both of which lactors were to pose him many
thorny problems later on.
Eventually, through Synods (or Conferences), at
which the other BIshops refused to be dictated to by
Augustine or allow him super-authority, but where the
typically English spirit of compromise prevailed, the
opposing .factions sank their differences in the interests
of the unity of the Church; most decisions were based
oh utility and convenience, and thus, by mutual agree-
Il)ent on such points as services, customs, dates, govern-
ment, etc., for the Church in the whole of their land,
the Church of England people had become a fact some
considerable time before they achieved political unity
as a nation.
That Christmas must have been observed in Britain
prior to the coming of Augustine, though possibly not
on December 25th, is obvious.
To the Editor,
Please send me the Newfoundland Quarterly, as I
haye read it and I am very anxious to have this maga-
zine. I find It n':ry interesting to read ... Send bill
-D. F., Bonavisla Bay.
To the Editor,
Please send me the September Quarterly as I am
interested in following the contributions by Robert
Saunders, Ph.D Enclosed is one year's subscription.
-G. M., Bonavista Bq.
To the Editor:
I would like to subscribe to the Newfoundland
Quarterly. I visited St. John's in September after an
absence of more than lhirty.!ive years and was very
pleased with my visit. 1 have a copy of the August
issue and would like to continue. Enclosed find sub-
scription.
- Marlaret S., Somerville, Mass.
....
To the Editor:
I am enclosing $1.00, please send me 4 copies of the
September Quarterly as I wish to send them to friends
in Canada and the U.S.A.
-Mrs. A. A., Milton.
To the Editor,
Congratulations on the excellence of your last edi-
tion-particularly the article on Ferryland by Honour·
able Myles P. Murray. Enclosed please find subscrip-
tion.
-W. J. A., St. John's.
We were delighted to get a leller from a young lady
who says she is "over eighty." Mrs. O'Keefe says in her
letter: "A friend sent me the September Newfoundland
Quarterly. Enclosed find one dollar for one year start-
ing December '54."
P.S.: Although I left the Sod in August 1896 after
teaching school for three years at Conception Harbour.
I was married September t896 and after 54 years my
husband died (one of the best). R.I.P. I am still in-
terested in any B.P. and received the Atlantic Guard·
ian. Now retired from howsewife but use some of my
time on Cancer work such as 115 pads. Nul! sed.
Ote lady over 80. Ha! Ha! Will say more next time.
All my kin are enjoying the comforts of home! My
maiden name was Corbett-all long.lifers. Ha! Ha!
Now that you have retired, Mrs. O'Keefe, we will be
looking for that "more next time" and wish you years
an' years of happiness in your retirement.
GIFTS TO MEMORIAL UNIVERSITY
THE following gifts have been received by Mem-orial University Library:
Mr. Douglas Rogers, M.A., of Dicks & Co., has
presented a copy of Holkham Bible Picture Book, a
handsomely bound facsimile reproduction of a four-
teenth century manscript consisting of forty leaves,
now in the British Museum. The Bible is on display
in th~ Main Reading Room of the Library.
The late Miss Marguerite Mitchell bequeathed to the
University a copy on canvas by the artist Schurig (her
uncle by marriage) of the famous painting by Veronese
of "The Marriage Fea.st at Canaan," the original of
which is in Dresden. The picture hangs in the north
reading-room.
Dr. Robert Saunders, a Newfoundlander, now living
in S1. Paul, Minnesota, is, by his frequent and generous
gifts, helping to build up their stock of Canadiana.
Hardly a week goes by without a pareel of books
arriving from this far..off friend.
Other gifts to Memorial University Library have
recently been made by the following: Dr. Gushue,
Dr. Baird. Professor Morgan, Mr. Claude K. Howse,
B.Sc., Mr. C. Peach and Mr. W. H. Birehad.
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BEAUTY
God, give me speech, in mercy touch my lips,
, I canot bear Thy Beauty and be still,
. Watching the red-gold majesty that tips
The crest of yonder hill,
And out to sea smites on the salls of ships,
That Uame like drifting stars across the deep,
, Calling their silver comrades from the sky,
. As lOng ilnd ever longer shadows c'reep
To sing their lullaby
And hush the til'ed eyes of earth to sleep.
Thy radiancy of glory strikes me dumb,
Yet cries within my soul for power to raise
Such miracles of music as would sum
Thy splendor in a phrase,
Storing it safe for all the years to come.
-8tuddert Kennedy.
The wife of a Canadian M.P. sat up in bed one night,
a frightened look on her face. "Jim," she whispered,
"there's a robber in the house."
'1mpossible!" was the reply, "In the Senate, yes; but
in the House of Commons, never!"
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